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Design Research in the Netherlands 
A Symposium on the State of the Art 

Design Methods Group (GOM) + Building Informaties (BI) 
Technica) University Eindhoven 

Preface to the Symposium Pre-prints 

The objective of the symposium as described in the first announcement 
was to provide a forum within which the participants might present their 
research activities and interests to a diverse group of researchers in the 
field. As an initia) goal, we considered this a unique opportunity to 
gauge the breadth of activity in the Netherlands. After consultatien we 
assembied a list of researchers and groups which appeared to us to be 
comprehensive, and sent out the first announcement. In most cases, the 
response was positive and immediate. Design research appeared to be 
ubiquitous. Cutting across disciplinary lines, the symposium would 
provide a locus for discussion among an intellectually heterogeneaus 
auctienee sharing a common interest in design research. 

Beyond the initial objectives of communication and information 
exchange, there is a significant underlying agenda. From a historica! 
point of view the fïeld appears to have reached a plateau. It is well
founded, diverse and active. There are venues for international meetings 
as well as for scientific publication. Among these, Design Studies, and 
Nigel Cross have to be singled out as one of the contributing factors in 
the self-awareness of the research field as well as in its growing 
defïnition and maturitv. 

What now áppears to be necessary is the development of 
overall objectives for design research. The term 'design science' seems 
to hover in thc background to imply the emergence of a rigarous design 
discipline. What are the next steps towards a science of design? How 
can the multi-disciplinary state currently characteristic of the field 
contribute to its realization? WiJl the new initiatives of the Graduate 
Schools of Design currently in stages of inception at both Eindhoven 
and Delft provide new incentives. Can we now enter a cycle of 
'knowledge-based design education' in which what we are learning 
about design through research can be applied to teaching? Might the 
Netherlands play a unique role both in research and design pedagogy? 

The S)-mposium may provide an initia! step. We will attempt to 
re-publish the contents of the pre-prints in a book format. The authors 
will be given an opportunity to re-write and to incorporate their 
reactions to the issues raised in the symposium. If the symposium is 
successful, and interest exists, we will plan a future meeting. 

Robert Oxman, Thijs Bax, Henri Achten January, 1995 



Design Inquiry: An Introduetion 

Robert M. Oxman 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 
P.O. Box 513 5600MB Eindhoven NL 

Phone:(+31) 40-472088/47341 Fax:(+31) 40-452432 
E-mail: bwrmoxm@bwk.tue.nl 

In the not too distant past there occurred a subtle, but highly important, 
transition from design methods to design studies (Cross, 1992). The 
thrust of first generation methods such as efforts to forrna1ize globa1 
modelsof design process and to develop more objective design methods 
began to undergo an important evolution in the early Seventies. From a 
current perspeelive it is appealing to characterize this paradigm shift as a 
new orientation to the significanee of design inquiry. It is only in recent 
decades that the study of the activity of designing has developed as a 
research field. There has been a steadily growing interest in the 
significanee of the cognitive activity of the designer. Today one of the 
central areas of work in design studies is research into the cognitive 
aspects of design in order to study and model such phenomena as 
analogical reasoning and creativity. Design thinking has emerged as a 
central emphasis of design studies. 

Though many have contributed to the development of a 
cognitive approach in design studies, it is clear that there have been 
certain milestones in the emergence of the two dominant contemporary 
research directions which have emerged, studies of design cognition 
and computational models. While a first generation concentraled on 
developing systematic approaches and methods in design, a subsequent 
generation focused upon the study of design processes in order to 
model the cognitive processes in design and the structures of 
knowledge. Certain early works in design thinking developed under the 
intlucnee of Information Processing Theory and the work of Newell 
and Sirnon (1972) and domain applications in Eastman (1970) and Akin 
(1986). Inforrnation Processing Theory as an attempt to model the 
cognitive processes underlying problem solving and design, contributed 
much of the conceptual framewerk in which design research and 
computational design research is undertaken today. The introduetion of 
key descriptive terrninology to the study and forma! description of 
problem solving processes such as problem space, state space, 
symbolic representation, generative processes, operations, and task 
environments were part of the theoretica] patrimony of these 
researchers. They pioneered the use of Protocol Analysis as an 
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obsen·ation technique employing verbal descriptions of design thinking. 
Eastman's pioneering work on the first application of protocol analysis 
to design (Eastman, 1970) contributed more than simply an application 
in the field architectural design. In his employment of the term 
'intuitive' he laid emphasis upon the explication through research of the 
intemal representations and processes of cognition, and upon cognitive 
activities during design. He also demonstrated the significanee of the 
knowledge and manipulation of representations as a cognitive capability 
in design. 

Gradually 'design inquiry', or the scientific study of design as a 
complex human activity, developed in other directions. Other 
researchers began to emphasize inquiry into the cognition of design, 
with less importance placed upon the modeling and formalization which 
characterized the computational conneetion of the pioneers. Akin is part 
of the shift from IPI' to design cognition. Schön, Porter, and the :MJT 
Design Thcory and Methods Group were also very significant in this 
shift of interest. Their studies on the thinking of design professionals as 
'reflection in action' helped to build the modem research field of design 
inquiry. Wittgenstein appears to be an important philosophical source, 
and their work, particularly that of Schön, is involved with meaning, 
communication, and verbal transactions in design communication and 
teaching. The group has done much research employing design games 
and protoeels in the study of designer's behavior. This enables the 
modeling of design reasoning in the transactions taking place in games. 
Much of this workis also influenced by the workof John Habraken at 
MIT, particularly on the formalization of representations (Habraken, 
1983) the study of heuristics and conventions in design thinking 
(Habraken, 1985) and on design games (Habraken and Gross, 1987). 

There is considerable recent work in the field including 
comprehensive studies of design thinking (Rowe, 1987, Lawson, 
1980), workin protocol analysis (Eckersley, 1988; Gallé and Kovacs, 
1992), and research in cognitive function in design tasks, working on 
questions such as the influence of examples on 'design fixation', and 
the influence of problem statement, etc. Others have done considerable 
\vork on visual reasoning (Amheim, 1%9), and visual reasoning in the 
sketch (Me Kim, 1980; Hewitt, 1985). 

A related, and often integrated, field is that of computational 
models of design cognition. Computational cognitive modeling in 
design is frequently employed as a basis for experimental research 
through the study of systems behavior. Beyond this instromental 
aspect, an objective is building of the theoretica! foundations of design 
cognition through computational modeling of design processes and 
reasoning. Generally work in the field links theoretical, experimental 
and computational research. Some examples of researchers are 
Dorneshek and Kolodner (1992) on case-based design aid; Hua, et alia 
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(1992) on case-based adaptive reasoning in design; Tzonis (1990) on 
rnadeling analogical reasoning in architectural design, and Oxman 
(1990) and Oxman and Oxman (1993) on prior knowledge in design; 
and Oxmanand Oxman (1992) on modelsof design reasoning. 

Much of this work is multi-disciplinary. In is interesting that in 
attempting even a brief review of theoretica! and empirica! work in 
design reasoning, it is impossible not to refer to simultaneous 
developments in ether fields such as AI. Artificial lntelligence is arnong 
the important fields in the large body of diverse work of research, 
rnadeling and understanding of mental processes in design. Currently 
an awareness bas developed among design researchers regarding the 
research potential of integrated work in design cognition and 
computational modeling. In this development, recent work in 
computational rnadeling bas provided both conceptual and research 
tools, and computational rnadeis of cognitive processes are becoming 
one of the fundamental tools and conceptual environments for design 
research. Oero's workin computational design research bas contributed 
in recent years to the foundation of one of the most important design 
research fields, AI in Design (AID). 

Simultaneous with these research developments, there is a 
growing pragmatic interest in the construction of Design Support 
Systems (DSS) and which utilize this knowledge. This latter body of 
work addresses aspects of human-computer interaction in the 
performance of design tasks which exploit knowledge and reasoning, 
such as reasoning from prior knowledge of design situations. 

Structuring the Field of Design Research 
It appears possible to propose a general structure which reflects the 
crystallization of the field through these developments of the past two 
decades. At the center of such a schema are the diverse fields of design 
activity. These are probably schematically sub divisible into the braad 
areas of Engineering Design and Design. Engineering Design is the 
technological engineering fields such as Mechanica!, Structural, and 
Civil Engineering. Beyend this are other design fields such as Grapbic 
Design which are less technological in orientation. However, the 
distinction is not always clear, and making such an analysis of design 
domain characteristics seems necessarv. Some activities such as 
Architectural and lndustrial Design share attributes of bath classes. 
Certain general phenomena which are studied by design researchers, 
creativity for example, probably apply equally, to all types of design. 

Beyond this care of design fields are four interacting subject 
areas, each having its mvn research tradition: the Social Sciences (in the 
case of design research, particularly Psychology); Philosophy and 
Theory; Cognitive Sciences and Computer Scienccs (particularly, Al). 
The interaction of people from the core design areas and the four 
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additional discipline areas produces design research. These interactions 
have begun to be recognized in recent years by emerging tenninology 
which we might consicter thefield categones of design research. These 
are: Design Psychology, Design Methods and Theories, Design 
Cognition, Design Computation and Design Systems. Interactions 
between the fields produce the four dominant contemporary research 
streams: Empirica! and Theoretica! Studies, Theoretica! and Cognitive 
Moeiels, Computational and Cognitive Moeiels, Design Support 
Systems. Specific research subjects such as creativity may combine 
various research streams. 

A summary of the elements of a possible model of the design 
research field are listed below. 

• fieldsof design activity and related subject areas 
design fields 
social sciences 
philosophy and theory 
cognitive sciences 
computer sciences 

• researchfield categories 
design psychology 
design methods and theories 
design cognition 
design computation 
design systems 

• research stremliS 
empiricaland theoretica! studies 
theoretica! and cognitive moeiels 
computational and cognitive moeiels 
design support systems 

• research subjects 

Research field categones and research streams are frequently the 
result of multi-disciplinary interactions between members of design 
disciplines and related subject areas. Research projects may also share 
multiple research traditions and methoeis. 

From Here to Design Science 
What does the current situation of design research as a multi
disciplinary activity suggest for the future? As a result of the past 
generation of design activity it is now possible to define the 'science of 
design' as the scientific study and understanding of design. To fulfill 
this vision requires the clarity and rigor in design research which can 
help us to achieve a 'design discipline'. That is, once we derive 
knowledge from the scientific study of design, it may potentially add 
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rigor to the activities of design. This is the meaning underlying the idea 
of a design discipline. 

If these are the objectives of design science and the design 
discipline how do we get there from bere? We need a colleelive agenda 
of field objectives and a better understanding of what we expect to 
achieve through inter-disciplinary research activity. We require 
empirica! studies of our theoretica! models, including more interaction 
and mutual understanding between designers and researchers. The 
establishment of the theoretica! foundations of a design discipline 
should be considered an objective of both design practitioners and 
design researchers. 

A majority of design researchers are academies. As such, many 
of them are also involved in design pedagogy. Perhaps the common 
challenge of improving the teaching of design, of achieving a 
knowiedge-based design, may provide such a general field objective for 
the next generation. 
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FROM IDEOLOGY TO METHODOLOGY 
The Theoretica! Evolution of the Design Methods Group 

M.F.Th.Bax Professor of Architectural Design 
Faculty of Architecture and Building Science 

Technica! University Eindhoven 

Introduetion 
Design research has never been a popular subject in the Netherlands. 
Developments in the Anglo-Sa~on world were noticed, but not 
considered relevant for design and building practice. Hmvever, design 
work wasdoneon a comparatively high level. Architects, like many of 
their professional colleagues in other design areas have little concern 
about methods and theory. 

Even when the designer actually is using methods and employs 
a theoretica! framework, he is not inclined to mention these techniques 
in explaining the structural and procedural aspects of the building he 
created. This would dissipate the aura of creativity and origilUl!ity 
which are supposed to be the trademark of designers, also in other areas 
than building. This is partly explainable as a strategy to keep control 
over the design and building process by making their territory 
inaccessible for other participants in the design process, but mainly, I 
believe, by the absence of an operational body of knowledge which 
enables them to communieale and share responsibilities with other 
parties involved. 

In the Sixties there \Vere certain socio-economie developments, 
together with technological developments, which opened the door of the 
professional world to extemal control and paHicipation, just for a 
moment as it seems. The Design Methods Group (GOM) of the Faculty 
of Architecture and Building Science, Eindhoven University of 
Technology, played an important role in this respect since 1967, when 
John Habraken founded the faculty and occupied the Chair of 
Architectmal Design. 

My intention is to give a short description qf the development of 
the scientific work of the group in three episodes. I will indicate these 
three episodes as Ideology, Theory and Methodology. Of course all 
three aspects are present in each period, but my point of view is that 
they are dominated by one specific concept. At the same time they 
indicate a development in phases of a theoretica! framewerk which is 
perhaps only visible in retrospect. This historica! development 
maintained its consistency during a relatively long period of time. More 
important even is that because of its origin in architecture and building, 
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it has a eertaio autonomy, so that it doesn't depend on general theories 
but, on the contrary, can deterrnine its mvn reference to them. 

Each period, or phase, is characterized by a specific relarion 
bet\veen the theoretica! framework and society, the great theories and 
empirica! reality. Respectively these relations are tenned here as the 
natura/ relation, the cultural relation and the structural relation. 

1. IDEOLOGY: 1965-1975 - John Habraken 
The core of the philosophy of Habraken is the so-called "natura} 
relation" between people and their environment. He takes the point of 
view that this relation has a dynamic nature and that only by an active 
involvement can the 'massafication' of the environment be avoided. 
Three pairs of groups detennine this relation: 

-the relation between individuals and community, a primarily 
social definition of the field of architecture; 

-the relation bet\veen consumers and producers, a primarily 
economie definition of the field of architecture, which is considered to 
be a market; 

-the relation between short and a long tenn, a primarily physical 
definition of the field of architecture, in \vhich the two first mentioned 
classifications are summed up, detennining support and infill 
components in relation with social groups and economie conditions in 
termsof time and process. 

The three types of relations define together the so-called scale 
concept of planning, which connects the level of architectural design 
with the higher level of architectural planning. It connects, at the same 
time, architecture with the wider field of urban design and planning. 
This is through the notions of process and time because of its inherent 
explicit and pub/ie character which has always played an important 
role. Physical elements in this ideology only make sense when social 
and economie attributes in the forrn of the parties involved, are 
defining them, thus providing the basic conditions for a decision 
making process; This dynamic definition of architecture in tenns of a 
process provides us with the conceptual tools to think about our 
environment in terros of ecology. 

These conceptual tools \Vere made operational by the definition 
of a set of representations in order to make it possible for designers to 
design supports and infill components. Zones and margins, sectors and 
sector groups, modular co-ordination in the fonn of the well known 10-
20cm band grid, and basic variants detennined the operational tools in 
SAR-methodology. The same type of representations was used to 
define urban tissues and building nodes, in actdition to Supports, as 
different scale levels of design and decision making. Coherence of a 
building \vas considered as hamzony. between designs on these various 
levels. 
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The influence of SAR thought can be noticed in the so-called 
NEN-norm 6000 for modular co-ordination giving a priority to position 
above exact measurement, the so-called Bouwbesluit in which 
buildings actually are defined as supports and which opens the building 
and design process for the various parties involved. In the near future it 
will make a conneetion possible with the ISO-norm 9000 which 
emphasizes the procedural aspect of architecture. When these standards 
are implemented in architectural design the three dimensions of 
architecture, Fonn, Function and Process are dealt with in a consistent 
way. 

This type of redefinitien of the field of architecture is actually 
\Vhat is happening in post modemism and deconstructivism. The 
relations between these philosophies and architecture are more basic in 
SAR thinking than can be found in the fashion of cult architecture with 
its use of citations and the play with architectural syntax. 

However, many methods, techniques and computer programs 
like the first really form generating computer program, SAR 70, were 
developed between 1965 and 1975. This period has to be characterized 
by its ideological drive and, in the sense that Peirce used that notion , 
its pragmatical nature. 

2. THEORY: 1975-1995 - Thijs Bax 
The following period is characterized by connecting the theoretica! 
framewerk of SAR thought with ether fields of theory building, 
technolegy and science in an international European context. That is the 
reasen why I want to refer to that period as the cultural relation, the 
embodiment in a wider intellectual environment. The period is referred 
to as Theory for other reasons. In spite of the name of the Design 
Methods Group, not much work was done in the field of methodology. 

a The Cultural Context and the General Theories 
Referring to Bill Hillier's fameus paper "Systems, Structures and 
Transfermations", these three fieldsof theory building were found to be 
relevant for SAR thinking. General Systems Theory provided the three 
dimensions of "architectural space in transition" by defining hierarchy, 
aspect ,and phase systems. Fomt, Function and Process determined the 
anatomy of the so-called ,GOM-Model. A new definition and 
articulation of space, objects and events, respectively, was required in 
forma! (level- bound), functional (domain- bound), and temporal, or 
procedural (phase- bound) systems. The GOM-Model was elaborated in 
two modalities: a static and a dynamic one, the latter defining 
categones of processes in architectural thinking. These are level-bound 
ordonnance processes, domain.-bound integration processes and 
phase-bound differentiation processes, depending on their direction in 
the model. 
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French Structuralism provided the working model of structure. 
The definition of structure contained the three dimensîons of form, 
function and process, by emphasizing the notion that a structure is \vhat 
variants have in common. Actual reality and structural reality, 
connected by processes of induction and deduction, provided a 
mechanism for the definition of levels, and linked modern process 
oriented thinking with more functional and form oriented thinking in 
previous stages of developments in western philosophy. 

Evolution theory provided the notion of generation (of 
variants) and selection (by context), and the notion of "relucter pour 
mieux sauter" which is characteristic for evolutionary process, 
connecting ontogenese and phylogenese in one concept. 
Transfomzations of the Site is the title of the book John Habraken 
wrote about processes of adaptation and adjustment of the built 
environment as a living configuration. 

lt must be clear that it is not possible to deduce the implications 
for architectural design from these great theories. Only in a reverse 
processis it possible to make a conneetion contemplating the similarities 
\Vhich become visible. 

Three theses were written in that perioei in which each dealt with 
a specific dimension of architectural space: 

-Thijs Bax dealt with the concept of levels, basedon the notion 
of structure, in a so-called generic grid. 

-Henk Trum dealt with the notion of norms and functions, in 
which he tagether with Thijs Bax defined the functional domains and 
orders which became the core of so-called Donuzin Theory. 

-Jan Thijs Boekholt dealt with the notion of phases, and ,more 
specifically, connected the notion of levels with phases in the process
states: of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. 
Tagether these dimensions farm the care of the GOM-Model as a basis 
for the definition of categones of design thinking and the notion of 
concept .. 
Following these three works, the dynamics of architectural form became 
the subject of a thesis by Matthijs Prins on the casts of flexibility. 

b. European Context: the Taxonomy of Concepts 
Developments in Domain Theory and GOM-Model made it possible to 
camment adequately on the European Directive of 1985 and more 
specifically on artiele 3, enumerating the requirements for architectural 
fomuztion and, at the, sametime of architectural design .. The list of 12 
components of art.3, descrihing the content of an architectural project, 
could berepresentedon a more consistent way by referring to a number 
of architectural phenomena, which in a later stage of development were 
terrned "Concepts of Architecture", and were organized in a taxonomy. 
The taxonomy, by identifying and defining fields of design is 
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considered to be a useful tooi for the description of the profile of any 
designed object. 

c. The Technological Context: Design Science 
General acceptance of the taxonomy by the various European memher 
states, assembied in the Advisory Committee of the European 
Commission, made a wider acceptation of GOM theory easier. The 
descriptive theory proved to be applicable in other fields of 
technological design, like mechanica! engineering, electrical engineering 
, etc. The long neglected possibility in Dutch law to make a doctoral 
thesis, based on design, could now be materialized because of an 
adequate description of the requirements of such a design. 

Hov.·ever, this episode is theory dominated. There still is the 
ideological content of designing by participation. The international 
Design Participation Conference of 1985, just half way through the 
period, testified to the belief that design in collaboration is not only 
associated with the Seventies, but that this is a _modem, even post 
modem notion which provides us with the basis for both social and 
scientific development in design theory. 

3. METHODOLOGY: 1995-2000 - Robert Oxman 
This period is indicated as Methodology based on theory and given a 
motivating spirit by ideology. This period is not pragmatic any langer, 
not directed to adjacent theories, but seeking the content of designerly 
thinking. It employs the results and methods of cognitive psychology 
in a quest to discover the very fundamentsof design. That is the reasen 
I have characterized this period as the structural relation, based on the 
observation of the designer at work. Perhaps the body of theory is will 
be substantial enough to deal with the empirical world on a scientific 
way. 

So we now enter the field of Design Science, the field of the 
homo inveniendus, and the field of knowledge systems which support 
design activities. There are three topics which seems to be of interest. 
The implementation of the forma!, functional, and procedural have 

defined Concepts supported by the philosophy of Peirce. Currently, the 
exploration of the field of generic representation; is the areas in which 
Henri Achten is writing his thesis on the design of generic grids based 
on the use of typology. Beside design itself and design theory and 
cognition, it becomes clear that a more profound knowledge of design 
thinking provides the means for design management and design 
didactics. 

Already from the very beginning of SAR and GOM the activities 
of these groups were supported and stimulated by the use of computers. 
Based on the theory already developed, a concept of design activity is 
imaginable in which the computer is considered to be an intelligent 
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medium, which not only conveys messages, but brings some orderand 
quality in them which is close to the structure of human design. 

Epilogue 
This overview from ideology via theory to methodology is mainly 
historica:l. The objective is that it provides us with an insight into the 
evolution of our thinking and work, and opens a perspective on the 
activities of a group which has been werking for already three decades 
in the field of architectmal design theory and methodology. The content 
of our work always was determined by the content of architecture itself, 
and was always given a direction by our belief that architectmal design 
will have to be carried out by the participation of all parties involved. 
We hope that our work \vill prm·ide the professional world with the 
tools they need to adjust their attitude, as mentioned in the beginning, in 
order to deal with the growing complexity of design. 
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Symposium 'Design Research in the Netherlands' 
Eindhoven, January 3, 1995 

Design Methodology in the Context of the Eindhoven University of Technology 
'Technology and Society Program' 

Andries Sarlemijn and Marc de Vries 

0. Structure of the paper 

In this paper we will first describe the general nature of our research activities, as they 
are related to the context in which we work (paragraph 1 and 2). Next we will deal 
with the content of our research and the approach we have developed (paragraph 3, 4 
and 5). Finally the disciplines that are represented in our group, and thereby the body 
of knowledge from which we seek inspiration, wiJl be discussed (paragraph 6). A list 
of publications is added to these sections. 

1. Socially oriented design research 

In general two types of design methodological research can be distinguished: 
(1) research that came forth from the practical needs of designers to get more 
structure into their design activities; 
(2) research that studies the broader context in which design activities take place 
(influence of the cernpany's policy, developments in the market, in lawgiving). 
One could phrase these two types as the two 'cultures in design methodology [De 
Vries, 1993). Thereby one should realise that here the use of C.P. Snow's terminology 
only refers to the idea of. two separate groups of research ers, each with their own 
approach, jargon, methods, and not to his distinction between literary and natura! 
scientists. 
The first approach - the first to use the term 'design methodology' - resulted in the 
search for step models that would guide the designer in his/her activities. These 
models are based on reflection on practice and not on the application of logic (as in 
the second approach). Generally speaking these models are based on two assumpti
ons: 
(1) such modelscan be developed in a technology independant way; 
(2) design processes follow the order 'analysis - synthesis - evaluation'. 
The first assumption becomes evident from the fact that all 'classic' design method 
handhooks do not use any specific technological context to describe these models. The 
secend assumption can be restated in other terms, like 'determining the list of 
requirements - concept and detail design - comparison with requirements'. Observati
on of what real design processes look like have raised doubts about the validity of 
both assumptions. In the first place design processes are not all alike, but differ from 
product to product. In the second place analysis, synthesis and evaluation do not 
necessarily take place in that order, but rather pervade the whole process. 
The secend approach, that is primarily taken by philosophers, historians, and sociolo
gists (often under the heading of 'technology dynamics'), at fîrst sight may look less 
practical than the first. This, however, is a false impression. One of the most serious 
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problems modern business corporatien are faced with is the need to tune the products 
to the social requirements and constraints. More and more 'the voice of the customer' 
is looked for. More and more product development is influenced by politica! influen
ces (this becomes clear in the case of e.g. High Definition TeleVision or the rapidly 
emerging many new environmental laws). The inlegration of technica! possibilities and 
social requirements and constraints is the main focus of the second approach in design 
methodology. The research that is described in this paper must be located in this 
second approach. Our main aim is to get more insight into the way designs can be 
developed in such a way that they fit better with the situation in society, in other 
words what we look for is 'socially oriented design'. 

2. The role of design research in the 'Technology and Society' program 

The faculty of 'Philosophy and Social Sciences' since 1984 has a M.Sc. program 
entitled 'technology and Society'. Internationally such programs are known as 'STS' 
programs (Science, Technology, Society). In particular in the USA several universities 
have STS programs (e.g. Penn State, Virginia Tech, Stanford, MIT, Rensselaer). But 
there are also European institutes with STS programs eperating already (e.g. in 
Manchester, UK and Linköping, Sweden) or in preparatien (in some Eastern Europe
an countries). These programs are either 
(1) social science oriented with a special focus on technology, or 
(2) engineering oriented with a special focus on social and human factors. 
The Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) STS program leads to the title of 
'engineer' and therefore is of the second type. 
In this program our design methodology activities takes place and this to a certain 
extent determines the content of our research. The general aim of the program is to 
educate people for doing studies that can support decision making in technological 
developments. In terms of design this means decision making with respect to the 
directions into which the design and development of a product or group of products 
should be guided. In practice this can be the task of a product manager in a large 
company or the management team of a small company. Usually the results of our 
studies are nat directly usabie by designers. Therefore our research belongs to the 
'second culture' in design methodology, as described under paragraph 1. 

3. Design research and the need to distinguish types of technologies 

The 'STS' nature of our research has been elaborated in the following way: 
- by analysing the S-T relationship of the S-T-S complex we identify the need to 
distinguish three types of technologies when studying the way designs are developed: 
experience based technologies, macrotechnologies and microtechnologies, 
- next we look at the T-S relationship of the S-T-S complex to find out how social 
factors play a different role in the different types of technologies we have distinguis
hed, 
- finally we offer an approach for design strategies that integrates S, Tand S: the so
called STeMPJE approach. STeMPJE is the acronym for the initials of the main 
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factors that are included in the approach: Scientific, Technological, Market, Politica!, 
Juridical and (A)Esthetical factors. 
The three types of technologies can be described as fellows: 
(1) the scientific knowledge that is involved experience based technologies has been 
derived from engineering practice rather directly. One could caracterise this knowied
ge as 'tabelised experience'. Because this knowledge is so practical and concrete its 
use in design mostly is not so complicated (e.g. looking up the relevant table of 
material properties and reading the necessary data). At the same time, the various bits 
and pieces of knowledge all deal with very specific phenomena. Hence the difference 
with 
(2) macrotechnologies, where the scientific laws and concepts involved are (i) the 
result of a mathemetical deduction from basic equations and (ii) concerned with a 
much braader range of phenomena. This means that the designer has to bridge a gap 
between the idealised theory and the practice that deals with reality in all its com
plexity. Sametimes the engineer tries to realise the ideal sitaution, in other cases he 
deliberately uses the disturbing factors to reach his goal. Newton's mechanics is a 
good example of such scientific knowledge. The role of scientific knowledge in 
macrotechnology is that of accelerating the development of a technology. An example: 
steam engines already befare (classica!) thermodynamics was developed and this 
theory helped improving the steam engines, which proces would probably have taken 
much more time without scientific knowledge of the behaviour of the steam in the 
machine. 
(3) In microtechnologies the scientific theories that are involved become even more 
abstract, as they deal with microscopie structures we can not see. Even when we think 
we can imagine their nature (regard electrans as little balls) the theory disturbs this 
picture ( electrans are solutions of wave function equations). The development of such 
theories mostly precedes their application in design. This application is difficult 
because of the very abstract nature of these theories and therefore aften analogies 
with macro-situations are looked for when designing. At the same time, microtechno
logies would never have been developed without such theories. An example: television 
would still be in its (Nipkov disc) infancy without fundamental knowledge about 
electrons. 
The distinction between these levels is relevant for the development of products, 
because of the preliminary ciosure of a certain level at a eertaio stage of the develop
ment (e.g. in the design of microprocessors one does not any more question the 
microtechnological basis behind the design, but one takes it for granted). 

4. The STeMPJE approach 

So far our studies into the development of several technica] devices have given us the 
streng impression that the role of social factors in design differs between the three 
types of technologies. 
In the development of the Brabantia corkscrew we see that scientific knowledge only 
plays a marginal role. It is the experience of the designer that determines the use of 
material and shape properties. From the beginning of the development market factors 
are present and play a vita! role. 
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Almast the opposite is the case in the development of the transistor in the Bel! Labs. 
Here we see a strong emphasis on the use of solid state physics in the beginning of 
the development, that is certainly not driven by a concrete market, and only later on 
the product was further elaborated to fit into a eertaio market Practical experience 
with diode and triode tubes rather hampered the process than helped it. In the 
development of the Plumbicon (a television camera pickup tube, that has been 
developed by Philips) we see the same essential role of solid state physics: the crucial 
step from its precessar (the RCA Vidicon) to the Plumbicon could be taken thanks to 
intensive research into photoconducting and semiconducting properties of materials. 
The case of the Stirling hot air engine shows an example of a macrotechnology as a 
kind of intermediate type of technology: Robert Stirling invented this machine befare 
Carnot wrote his 'Reflexions', but the use of thermodynamics, theories about heat 
transfer and friction in gas flows helped Philips to imprave both power and efficiency 
substantially in just a few years. During all developments market considerations palyed 
a role, in particular price, safety and efficiency. 
Knowing these differences is useful for contemporary business corporations when 
consictering their design strategies. When the product to be developed is likely to be a 
microtechnology, it seems best to choose a microtechnological development approach. 
Neglecting this can cause serieus harriers in the design process, as has been shown in 
the case of liquid crystal displays (LCD's) with Flat Panel Displays (a daughter 
corporatien of Philips). Only in a very late stage of the development the Philips 
Research Lab was involved to study the behaviour of the crystals in the display, which 
helped solve the problem of rubbing the glass, which with the designers had been 
struggling in an experience based way for a long time already. 
Several students have been guided by us when making STeMPJE analyses for business 
corporations. Some examples of this are: 
- ISDN based telephone equipment. A smal! company in the southern part of the 
Netherlands wondered what the consequences of the introduetion of ISDN (Integrated 
Digital Network Services) for the development of their telephone equipment. A 
student in the context of his M.Sc. thesis analyses the various STeMPJE factors: the 
state-af-the-art in ISDN and IC's for digital telephone equipment, the respons of 
customers to the new possibilities of ISDN based services like call-in line identificati
on, the expected emergence of Dutch and European norms for ISDN, and !ega! issues 
with respect to privacy of phone calls. Based on this analysis he delivered a set of 
requirements for the new telephonbe equipment; 
- in a similar way another M.Sc. student made a STeMPJE analysis with respect to the 
new possibilities for Stirling cycle based refrigerating equipment: the technica! state
af-the-art in Stirling engine and cooling machine design, the market sectors and their 
requirements in terms of temperature range and power, the expected development of 
national and international laws for stopping all CFC production, and politica! 
(financial) support for the development of al ternative cooling machines. With this 
analysis as a basis the student came up with a strategy for developing Stirling cooling 
machines. 

5. Tools ror design decision making 
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In the context of the 'first culture' in design methodology (see paragraph 1 ), a number 
of practical design tools have been developed. Usually these tools take the shape of 
seemingly easy-to-use prescriptions for activities in the design process. The validity 
and reliability of the outcomes of such tools seldomly are studied. As long as the tools 
seem to work, there is no worry about what is seen as typically academie questions 
that have no practical relevanee to the designer. 
In the 'second culture' though, the philosopical-methodological basis for such tools is 
studied. Insight into the nature of the tools, the (aften hidden) assuptions for their 
use, and the nature of the outcomes often leads to certain 'caveats' in their applicati· 
on. 
An example of such a tooi, that caught our interest, is Quality Function Deployment. 
As this is a tooi that pretends to enable a conversion of customers' wishes into 
engineering features of the product, it fits quite well in our research field, that focuses 
on ·technology-society relationships. The current literature merely describes the 
procedure of QFD as a practical tooi. No distinction is made between different types 
of technology, which, as we have seen before, is more or less typical for the 'first 
culture' in design methodology. 
The procedure for QFD is the following: first the customer's needs (the rows) have to 
be identified, with priorities that can determine weight factors, next the main features 
of the product have to be staled (the columns), then the correlations between the 
customer's needs and the technica! features are put into the cells of the matrix, usually 
in the form of symbols representing weak or strong relationships, then a benchmarking 
of the campany's own product and its competitors is carried out and added to the 
matrix, and finally technica! target values for the relevant features are set. The 'House 
of Quality' as this matrix is aften phrased, is completed by the 'roof: the mutual 
relationships between the technica! features (in fact here the conflicts between 
different design requirements can be found). 
From a methodological point of view this procedure raises several questions, like: 
- how is the customer identified: it is the user, or the buyer, or the yet another 
relevant person, 
- what is the nature of the so-called correlations in the cells of the matrix, 
- how are they determined 
- what type of scale is used for these correlations, 
- how is the reliability of these correlations established, 
- can the methad be applied irrespective of the technology that is involved? 
The answers to such questions may leed to guidelines for the prerequisites for the use 
of QFD as wel! as for the status that is given to the outcomes in the further design 
process. 
The braader context of QFD is the total quality management idea. Quality should be 
assured throughout the process of designing, producing and using products (and 
services). For designers the message is to consider all phases of the product life cycle 
when designing the product. In practice this leads to terms like: design for production, 
design for assembly (DFA), failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), design for 
maintainance. 
A parallel trend in design is: ecodesign or design for sustainability. Here too the 
whole life cycle of a product has to be taken into account. A tooi for this way of 
designing is: Life Cycle Analysis (LCA). Such analyses prevent a too narrow focus on 
one phase (e.g. non-degradability after disposal) while forgetting another (e.g. low 
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energy production process). Ecodesign and its tools are studied in our group from the 
perspective of the STeMPJE approach: how can designs be made succesfull by 
integrating knowledge of materials and production processes, desired functions, 
perception of 'greenness' of the product with the customer, environmental government 
policy and laws, appearence of the product. 

6. Disciplines represented In our group 

Before descrihing the disciplines from which we draw, it is neccessary to come back to 
the nature of our design methodology activities. 
The braadest context for studying the nature of technology and design is the philosphy 
of technology. When this philosophy becomes more empirica! andlor more exact 
through the application of logic, we speak about the methodology of technology and 
design. Because of the relationships between science and technology, our study of 
design methodology also makes use of knowledge from natura! sciences and the 
philosophy and methodology of science. As design methodology is part of the curricu
lum of our STS program, the didactics of technology and design to a modest extent 
functions as a background for our teaching. 
Now the composition of our group can be understood to be appropriate for our field 
of research: 
- prof.dr. Andries Sarlemijn studied philosophy and logic, and specialised in the 
historica! relationships between science and technology and in the philosphy of design, 
- dr.ir. Peter A. Kroes studied technica! physics, specialised in the philosphy of 
sciences and took a special interest in the philosophy of technology, 
- dr. Marc J. de Vries studied physics, specialised in studying the practical ways in 
which designs are developed in industries, and has a particular interest in the didactics 
of technology. 

7. Publications 

A Sarlemijn: 

Physics in tlze Making; Essays on Developments in tlze 20th Century Physics, Amsterdam 
I Oxford I New York I Tokyo: North-Holland, Elseviers Science Publishers, 
1989; ISBN 0 444 88019 4 and 0 444 88019 2. Essays on discoveries and inventi
ons, and on the way how they were done. Editor in chief i.c.w. M.J. Sparnaay, 
preface of D. de Wied [President of the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences], 
contributions of M.J. Klein [Yale Univ], A. Pais [Rockefeller Univ], K. von 
Meijenn [Barcelona Univ], P.T. Landsberg [Southampton Univ], LG. Suttorp 
[Amsterdam Univ], P. Mazur [Leiden Univ], F. Iachello [Yale Univ], B.S. 
DeWitt [Texas Univ), M.J. Sparnaay [Philips Labs], J.J. Hutter [Eindhoven Univ 
of Technololgy], K.A. Müller [IBM ZÜrich, Nobel Price 1989], P.A. Kroes 
[Eindhoven], C.F. von Weizsaecker [Berlin] 

Between Science and Teclznology, [Delta Series] Amsterdam I Oxford, New York I 
Tokyo: North-Holland, Elseviers Science Publishers B.V., 1990; ISBN 0 444 
88659 1. Essays on fundamental research being relevant for industrial technology. 
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Editor in chief i.c.w. P.A. Kroes; contributors: L. van Have [CERN], J .S. Be11 
[CERN], G. 't Hooft [Utrecht], M.F.H. Schuurmans [Delft, Philips Labs], J. 
Demuth [Watson Research Centre IBM, New York], H. Haken [Stuttgart], M. 
Eigen [Heidelberg Univ, Nobel Price 1967], L. Hoddeson [Illinois University]. 

Het ontwerp, spil van de techniek-kultuur Inaugural Lecture, Eindhoven University of 
Technology: 1990. 

Series of 4 books on the philosophy of technology, probably published by Reidel
Kluwer during the periode 1994-7 (negotiations are going on) 

Philosophy of Science Based Technologies:· 
Designing, Heart Beating of the Developing Technologies (studies in aansluiting op 
Sarlemijn, A., Wetenschap en Techniek, Heerlen: Open Universiteit, 1985 en op 
onderstaande 11.1 en II.4) 
Philosophy of Science Based Technologies: 
Technological Physics in Historica! Perspective (vertaling/bewerking van onder
staande lll.4) 
Philosophy of Sciense Based Teclmo/ogies: 
The Logic of Designing via Analogies (studies in aansluiting op Sarlemijn, A. 
'Analogy Analysis and Transistor Research' [1987] en Sarlemijn, A., 'Technologi
cal Analogies' [1988]) 
Philosophy of Science Based Technologies: 
Business Philosophy, B~Jsiness Ethics and R&D-Manamgement (studies in aanslui
ting op Sarlemijn, A., Tussen akademie en industrie, Casimirs visie op weten
schap en researchmanagement, Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1984 en op onderstaan
de III.3) 

'Integrating of Scientific and Social Factors in Product Management; Quality Function 
Deployment in the Context of R&D-Dynamics', Paper Presented at the Confe
rence of the European Association for the Study of Science and Technology, 
Budapest August 28-31, 1994 (i.c.w. MJ. de Vries, to be published in Quality ) 

'Pendulums in Newtonian Mechanics' (shortened version of H.6), The International 
Philosophical Index, August 1994. 

'Pendulums in Newtonian Mechanics' (shortened version of II.6), CumuiaJive Editions 
1994. 

'Designs are Cultural Alloys; STeMPJE in Design Methodology', in: Vries M.J. de: 
Design Methodology and Re/ationships with Science [Series: Behavioural and 
Social Sciences], Dordrecht / Boston / London: Kluwer Academie Publishers, 
1993, pp. 191-248. 

'The Application of the Stirling Cycle to Refrigation Mechanics; a Design Methodo
logical Analysis', in: Walker, G., Ed.: Proceedings of the 6tlz International Stirling 
Engine Conference, Eindhoven, 1993, pp. 285-290. 

'Pendula in Newtonian Mechanics', in: Petry, M.J., Ed.: Hegel and Newtonianism, 
Dordrecht / Boston / London: Kluwer Academie Publishers, 1993. pp. 267-290. 

'The Piecemeal Rationality of Application-Oriented Research, An Analysis of the 
R&D-History Leading to the Invention of the Plumbicon in the Philips Research 
Laboratories', in: Kroes, P.A & M. Bakker: Technological Development and 
Science in the lndustrial Age: New Perspectives on the Science-Teclznology Relati
onship (Series: Boston Studies in the Philosophy of Science), Dordrecht / Boston 
/ London: Kluwer Academie Publishers, 1992, pp. 199-132 (w. M.J. de Vries). 
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'Exactness in Technology as a Didactica! Problem', in: Vries, M.J. de, Ed.: Techno
logy, Education and Industrie (PATT 5 Conference), Eindhoven: PATT, 1991, 
pp. 44-61 

'Leonardo daVinci en het ambacht; was hij een Middeleeuws ontwerper of was hij al 
een klassiek technisch fysicus?', in De Eeuwwenden, deel II: de aan loop tot de 
eeuwwende 1600, Utrecht: BSG, 1990, pp. 55-116. 

'Science and Technology - Present Relations in Historica! Perspective', in: Between 
science and teclmology (Delta Series], Amsterdam I Oxford, New York I Tokyo: 
North-Holland [Eiseviers Science Publishers B.V.], 1990, pp. 3-22. 

'Fundamental Laws and Physical Reality', in: Physics in tlze making; Essays on Develop
ments in tlze 20th Century Plzysics, Amsterdam, Oxford, New York, Tokyo: North
Holland Elseviers Science Publishers, 1990, pp.303-329; i.c.w. P.A. Kroes. 

'Factors in the Development of Modern Physics', in: Physics in the making; Essays on 
Developments in tlze 20th Century Plzysics, Amsterdam, Oxford, New York, Tokyo: 
North-Holland Elseviers Science Publishers, 1990, pp. 1-27 [i.c.w. P.A. Kroes, 
F.W. Sluijter, M.J. Sparnaay]. 

'Zuivere natuurkunde en techniek ontmoeten elkaar', De Gids, 1989 [152], Nr. 12, pp. 
959-969: R&D-ontwikkelingen bij Philips sinds de eeuwwisseling. 

Scheikunde en scheikundige technologie, historische en actuele ontwikkelingen van de 
scheikunde en haar toepassingen, 3e herziene versie, Eindhoven: TUE, 1994. 

Logica 1: elementaire argumentatieleer, Eindhoven: TUE, 1994. 
Bedrijfsfilosofie en Bedrijfsethiek, Eindhoven: TUE, 1994 
Logica I: junctorenlogische opgaven, Eindhoven: TUE, 1994. 
Technische fysica in ontwikkeling: een geschiedenis van de fysica met bijzondere aan

dacht voor toepassingen in de ervaringstechnische periode (tot Newton), in de 
rnakrofysische periode (tot 1900) en in de mikrofysische periode (sinds 1900), 
Eindhoven, 1994. 

Logica 11: maatschappelijke keuzetheorie, 3e herziene uitgave Eindhoven: TUE, 1993 
(m.m.v. ir. L. Rooyakkers) 

Logica III: deontische logica, logische analyse van normen, Eindhoven: TUE, 1994. 
Ontwerpmethodologie voor TeMa, Eindhoven: TUE, 1993 (m.m.v. M.J. de Vries). 
'Ontwerpers kunnen niet meer geïsoleerd wachten op ingeving', Polytechnisch Week-

blad, 1993, Nr 41, p. 
'Antwoord op een reactie van ir. Waumans, chief technica! officer van de Philips

devisie CE', Polytechnisch Weekblad, 1993, Nr. 42, 22 okt, p. 9. 
'Innovaties bestaan niet bij de gratie van techniek alleen' Polytechnisch Weekblad, 

1991, Nr. 18, 2 mei, p. 5 (geïnterviewd doorN. Wiedenhof). 

P.A. Kroes: 

An inquiry into tlze stmcture of physicaltime 
Proefschrift, Universiteit van Nijmegen, 1982 (240 p.). 

Waarden voor/bij wetense/zap 
Nijmeegse studies in de filosofie van de natuur en haar wetenschap, vol. 3, 
augustus 1983 (233 p.), redactie samen met G. Debrock en P.B. Scheurer. 

Nature, Time and History 
Nijmeegse Studies in the Philosophy of Nature and its Sciences, vol. IV, part 2, 
Philosophy and Nature, Univ. of Nijmegen, 1985 (117 p.), redactie. 
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Time: lts Structure and Role in Plzysical T/zeories 
Synthese Library,Vol. 179, Reidel Publishing Co., Dordrecht 1985 (250 p.). 

Filosofie van de NaJuurlamde 
Martinus Nijhoff, Leiden, 1987 (120 p.). 

Techniekgesclziedenis: Quo vadis? 
TWIM-studies no. 8, TWIM onderzoekscentrum, Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven, 1988 (100 p.), redactie. 

Between Science and Technology 
North-Holland Pub. Co., Amsterdam, 1990 (214 p.); redactie samen met A 
Sarlemijn. 

Teclznological development and science in the industrial age 
Kluwer Academie Pub!., Dordrecht, 1992 (277 p.), redactie samen met M. 
Bakker. 

'The Mass Sensitivity of a Resonating Quartz Crystal and its Application to a New 
Technique of Correction for Environmental Influences' 

Progress in Vacuum Microbalance Teclzniques, vol. 3, eds. C. Eyraud and M. 
Escoubes; Heyden, London, 1975, pp. 30-44 (Proc. of 12th Conf. on Vacuum 
Microbalance Techniques, Lyon Univ. sept. 1974); samen met F.J. van Empel. 

'De driedimensionaliteit van de fysische ruimte: conventie of empirisch feit?' 
in: Debrock, G. e.a., De natuur: filosofische variaties, Ambo Baarn, 1978, pp. 
91-108. 

'On the Geometrical Nature of Physical Time', 
Abstracts of the 6tlz International Congress of Logic, Methodology and Plzilosoplzy 
of Science, Hannover 1979, sect. 8 & 9, pp. 78-82. 

'Order and Irreversibility' 
Nature and System, 4 (1982), pp. 115-129. 

'Van Newtons absolute Tijd naar Einsteins relatieve Tijd' 
in: Debrock, G. en P. Scheurer (eds), Alben Einstein: bijdragen over zijn wereld, 
zijn wetenschap, zijn denken, Nijmeegse studies in de filosofie van de natuur en 
haar wetenschap, no. 1, Univ. Nijmegen, Fac. W&N, 1982, pp. 63-93. 

'The Clock Paradox, or How to Get Rid of Absolute Time' 
Philosophy of Science, 50 (1983), no. 1, pp. 159-163. 

'Traces, Predietien and Retrodiction' 
Nature and System, 5 (1983), pp. 131-146. 

'De fysische tijd' 
Wijsgerig Perspectief, 24 (1983/84), nr. 3., pp. 72-77. 
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Environment-behavior studies and design research. 

Dr. Joost van Anctel 
Department of Philosophy and Social Sciences, DG 0.11; TUE 

1. Description of the research group 

Environment-behavier studies has been one of the main topics in re
search and teaching at the Deparunent of Philosophy and Social Scien
ces, TUE, from about 1980. We are mainly interested in the interaction 
between users and their built or natural environment. Interest in design 
processes comes therefore through the fact that most environments are 
designed by architects or environmental planners. More specifically we 
have always been interested in communicating with designers about the 
results of environment-behavier research. Hamel has started the frrst 
substantial researchproject on this subject, which eventually has led to 
his dissertation in 1990 about a cognitive psychological description of 
the architectural design process (Hamel, 1990). Using protocol analysis 
of design activities of a number of practicing architects, Hamel was 
able to test empirically his model of the architectural design process. 

From then on essentially two lines of research were followed: 

On the one hand the use of Alexander's pattems as a form of communi
cating research results to architects in a number of practical studies by 
staff merobers ancllor MA-students, such as on nursing homes (van 
Wagenberg, Dellaert, Waalwijk, 1989), the role of doorsteps in hou
sing (van Andel, Bruis, Jaartsveld, 1990), environments for users with 
cognitive disfunctions (van Vree, van Andel, Venselaar, 1992), houses 
for the elderly (Christmas, 1994), environments for visually impaired 
elderly (de Kort, 1993), and offices (van Dorst, 1992). Most of these 
studies were done in cooperation with colleagues from Bax's Design 
Methods Group at the Department of Architecture, TUE, especially 
with Boekholt and Dinjens, who maintains a growing database of 
Alexander-type pattems on a variety of issues and environments. At 
present this database contains about 1900 different pattems from about 
50 different sources. 
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On the other hand we have focused on the role of both visual and 
graphical information, and on the role of computer support in transfer
ring information from research to designers, culminating in the use of 
hypermedia systems. A major study on this subject is the recently com
pleted PhD workof de Vries (1994) on the cognitive aspectsof desig
ning as problem solving and the role of external information with diffe
rent structures. The goal of the designer in using the information sy
stem happened to be important, esp. distinguishing browsing (for new 
information) and searching (for specific answers). The structure of the 
information was als studied, camparing hierarchical, netwerk, and 
mixed structures. (See also: de Vries, 1993; de Vries, van Andel, de 
Jong, 1992a and 1992b; and de Vries, de Jong & van Andel, in press). 
Related to this subject two MA-theses were finished, one of which was 
about hypertext-based information on the environmental impact of 
different matenals and procedures in the design of consumer products 
(Bor, 1992). The other MA-project studied the role of image-based 
information, using mainly pictures with minimal textual information, in 
communicating with architectmal designers of children's playgrounds 
(Burger, 1993; Burger& van Andel, in press). 

In the meantime, collaboration with the Department of lndustrial De
sign, TU Delft resulted in a study of the role of user-centered design 
information in rela design projects at the department Here again the 
role of visually presented information was studied tagether with the 
phenomenon of "design-fixation" (Christiaans & van Andel, 1993). 
Recently, the results of a studyin cooperation with the Department of 
Architecture, UC Berkeley have been published (van Andel, 1994). In 
this study the effects of three types of presnetation of a behavier map
ping study were compared. Students completed the taskof redesigning 
a school playground with the use of research data either in graphical, 
or in a table, or n a combined form. Finally, the combination and inter
action of researching and designing were studied introspectively by a 
MA student. His analysis shows clearly both the differences and the 
mutual reinforcement of these two activities (Boer, 1994; Boer & van 
Andel, in press). 
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2. Objectives and interests 

To summarize the main objective of our group in design research: 
To study the use of a specific type of information (user related know
ledge) and the role of the form of presentation (through patterns; using 
graphical information and visual images; computer supported through 
hypermedia) in a specific design context (environmental, architectural, 
and product design). 

3. Actlvities 

Some of our current and planned activities are: 

* Staff- and MA-students' research on environment-behavior con
cepts that are relevant and useful for architectural designers such 
as affordances and patterns. 

* Joint research project with Dept. of Product Design, TUDelft on 
the function of adaptable knowledge bases for designers. 

* Possible joint research project with Design Methods Group, 
Dept. of Architecture, TUE, on the actual use by designers, and 
the effects of pattem language on the design process and the 
design product. 

* Possible evaluation study in cooperation with Calibre, TUE, on 
the effects of various computer-based presentations techniques 
in design practice such as virtual reality; hypermedia, and the 
WorldWide Web. 

4. Publications 

Andel, J.van (1994). Behaviour mapping and urban design: Graphic 
versus non-graphic information about environ- ment-behaviour 
relations. In: S.J. Neary, M.S. Symes, F.E. Brown (Eds.). The 
urban experience. A people-environment perspective. Pro
ceedings JAPS 13. London: E & FN Spon. 

Andel, J. van (1988). Expert systems in environmental psychology. 
In: H. van Hoogdalem, N.L. Prak, T.J.M. v.d. Voordt, H.B.R. v. 
Wegen (Eds.). Looking back to the future. Proceedings IAPS 
10. Delft: Delft University Press. 
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This paper discusses the research that is carried out in the DESYS 
research project. DESYS is part of a larger research structure, the 
TPI -program me, that is performed in the department of Engineering 
Design in the faculty of Industrial Design Engineering. The relation 
with the greater research structure is explained. DESYS itself was 
initiated due to the lack of efficiency of current IT -systems that 
promise to support and optimize the product creation process. The 
research objectives and strategy are discuss.ed. The objectives are 
focused on the information handling in the design process as a mean 
to determine requirements for tools and methods to support it. It is 
justified why this kind of research is of major importance for the 
in dustry. An overview is presented of the work that was done so far 
and the directions for the future are indicated as well. The chapters 
on staffing and publications complete this article. 

1. Introduetion 

The faculty of Industrial Design Engineering has a long tradition in 
education and research in the field of computer support systems in 
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the product creation process. This was built up due to the enthusi
asm of professor Schierbeek, one of the founders of our faculty. 
Over the years a lot of CAD/CAM tools have become available in 
industry. Most of them support a specialized part of the design 
process, for instanee optimization tasks through fmite element 
analysis. However, the need to assist the total process grew, and it 
was seen that a single tooi was not available that supported all the 
different tasks in the design process. Along with this need there was 
still little support given in the early design phases. These circum
stances were the initiators that defmed the DESYS research project. 

Initially DESYS, an abbreviation for Design Environment SYStem, 
aimed at the development of a software shell around existing pro
grams. It was thought that this approach could lead to a better 
understandable information environment for the designer at work. 
Making current programs transparent through an umbrella tooi 
would proteet the designer from all the specialized operations of the 
different tools. However the integrated functionality would support 
the design process more than the separated pieces together. This 
should lead to an impravement of the process itself in terms of 
throughput time and design quality, including the very early stages. 
During the early stages of the project it became more clear that the 
research had to focus on the information aspects frrst before defm
ing any requirements for a tooi. After all if one wants to study the 
impact of an information system, one has to start with the basic 
entity, that is the information processed in the design process by 
designers. A literature survey showed a lot of research already 
undertaken in the field of design. The drawback however was that 
this research was carried out on a high-level of abstraction, not 
showing the detailed information needs in the design process. These 
needs will become clear when research is done on the micro-level. 
DESYS will therefore investigate the information handling on the 
micro-level in the design process including the early phases of 
design. 

The DESYS project is part of a larger research structure in the 
Engineering Design department in our facu1ty. The Technica! 
Product Information (TPI) programme, which is presented in tigure 
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1, covers a span of research activities in the fields of: 

Fast Shape Prototyping 
Product Information Management 
Product Model Defmition and Applications 

I Technica! Product lnformation I 
I 

I I I 
Fast Shape Protot. Product lnformation Manag. Product Model Oef. & Appl. 

CADAMP 
PDM 

FSD CAD/CAE 
DTM 

POl 
Appl., Tools Methad 

VR/FP 
DESYS 

Figure 1. The position of DESYS within the TPI project. 

The different abbreviations indicate the individual research projects 
and have the following meaning: 

CA DAMP 
FSD 
DTM 
VR/FP 
PDM 
PDI 
DESYS 
CAD/CAE 

Computer Aided Design And Model Production 
Fast Shape Designer 
Desk Top Manufacturing 
Virtual Reality/Fast Prototyping 
Product Data Management 
Product Data Interchange 
Design Environment SYStem 
Computer Aided Design and -Engineering 

The TPI-programme is carried out by 23 staff members. On a 
yearly base they produce on average 15 scientific and 25 other 
publications as well as one PhD thesis. There are worldwide con
tacts with leading research institutes in the field of CAD/CAM and 
there is a close work relation with the Product Centre TNO in the 
Nether lands. 
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Within the TPI-programme DESYS can be seen as a pivot project. 
Integrating the results from other, specialized projects into one 
environment. 

2. Research objectives and strategy 

In principle the research objectives of DESYS are driven from the 
fact that only limited achievements were reached in industry in the 
product development process, in spite of the major investments in 
information technology systems. The literature described this 
phenomena aften as the productivity or Solow paradox. A greater 
understanding of the role of information in product design will give 
a better insight into the process and lead to recommendations about 
tools and organization around it. The management of information is 
the central element. From this perspective a three step problem 
definition was defmed as follows: 

PB 1: Wh en using information technology, how can the product 
development process be supported to obtain a product defmi
tion which leads to a future product with required character,.. 
istics? 

The product definition is the information as it comes out of the 
product development process. The optima! product characteristics 
are achieved when the mix of price, time-to-rnarket and perform
ance fits the market demands. 

PB2: How is the product definition characterized, or what is the 
meaning and impact of the information elements in this? 

PB3: What does the use and need of information of a product 
designer or design team look like, and how does it relate to 
the product definition? 

These general problem descriptions were translated into a research 
strategy. It is expected that insight in the role of information on a 
micro-level (PB3) leads to the identification of bottlenecks in the 
design process. The next most challenging topic is to verify that the 
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remaval of bottlenecks can be actually measured. A resolution of 
the bottlenecks will be translated to the second problem level (PB2). 
Hereafter recommendations can be formulated that contribute to the 
overall· problem definition (PBl). Recommendations will be in the 
field of tools or organizational options. These recommendations can 
be tested later on in Iabaratory and/or field experiments. In the area 
of tools this research distinguished itself in the way that require
ments are set from the inside out. The design process drives the 
design of tools and not the other way around as often seen in 
commercial vendor environments. Summarized we formulated the 
research· strategy: 

1. Gain insight into the "information landscape" of the product 
design process. This activity takes place on the level of one 
designer or a design team, so the micro level of designing. 

2. Discover and indicate the bottlenecks that co me out of the 
analysis of the data gathered in the frrst stage. 

3. Develop recommendations for methods to remove the 
bottlenecks. 

4. Verify the recommendations by Iabaratory and field testing. 
5. Formulate models and theories which make the acquired 

knowledge more generally applicable in multiple domains. 

Based on this strategy the DESYS team formulated detailed research 
questions. The frrst task of the team was then to develop a research 
metbod which explicitly shows the role of information in the pro
cess. An overview of the research work until now is given in 
chapter 4. 

3. Relevanee of research 

This research has some important relevanee in several fields. 
Besides the educational relevanee we distinguish two further major 
fields of relevance: scientific and industrial 

3 .1. Scientific relevanee 

From a large number of conferences it has been seen that scientific 
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research towards an optimized product creation process is 
performed by numerous institutions around the world. Our research 
is supplementary to that. Furthermore, the research will lead to a 
better insight into the complex structures of information used in the 
(conceptual) design process. The results will berelevant also for the 
field of cognition and methodology. A literature survey showed that 
detailed research into the information structure in design has hardly 
been done. There has been done much information analysis of 
design processes on a high-level of abstraction (SADT, IDEF, etc.) 
but the main question of how to solve designer bottlenecks has not 
been answered. 

3 .2. Industrial relevanee 

Companies that are able to create new and innovative products are 
very important for the health of an economy. They are at the start 
of the value chain and can not rely on the innovativeness of their 
suppliers. Therefore it is necessary that the product development 
process, which forms the first prime activity in the chain, is con
trolled and managed in the optimum way. The importance is con
frrmed by Seitz in his book on the German industry where he 
declares to improve the product development processes to keep in 
pace with the increasing level of global competitiveness. 

A lot of companies invested enormous amounts of money in IT
systems. The opportunities which are incorporated in these systems 
are however only partly used. In-depth insight into the design 
process as an information driven process, the aim of this research, 
will result into a more effective and more efficient application of 
these IT -systems. This will lead to an industry which is constantly 
on the frontiers of new markets and keeps distinguishing itself in 
the rapidly changing world of today. 

4. Status of DESYS research 

In the following paragraphs the separate research activities that are 
carried out or planned to be carried out are listed. The actual start 
of the activities was in 1993. 
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4.1. Finished work 

Exploratory research of a real-life industrial design process 
(DO-experiment). This research was performed to gain 
insight in the information structures that might occur during 
the design process. The retrospective research leads to a set 
of recommendations on the experiments that were planned in 
a later stage in the DESYS project. 
Literature survey of the state-of-the-art in design research. 
Supplementary to the DO-experiment, this survey listed the 
commonly used methods in design research. Special attention 
was given on the study of information aspects in previous 
research. 
Reeruitment of a pool of testees. To supply the experiments 
with enough qualified subjects a reeruitment procedure was 
carried out. This leads to a pool of over 60 available persons 
for our experiments. The subjects are upper level faculty 
students. 
Development of an observation and data structuring method. 
This metbod serves the experiments that had to be carried 
out. It makes it possible to visualize the design process as a 
set of activities with their information elements attached to 
it. As a result a design process can be visualized in an 
"infogram". The infogram shows the design activities, 
information input and output items and information links. 
The set-up of a design experiment that reflects the complex
ity of an industrial design assignment but was as compact to 
be performed in multiple experimental sessions. 
Observations of the design processes of 10 designers. This 
DI-experiment was accomplished to get experienced with the 
previously described methad to present the information 
structure in the design process. 

4.2. Current work 

Analysis of the Dl-experiment. Focusing on the defined 
information links and detecting bottlenecks in certain activ
ities that were observed. The analysis will eventually lead to 
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a conclusive overview of the DI-experiment, helping to 
provide guidance in future experiments. 
Description of the research method. Due to the experiences 
in D 1 the proposed methad will be fine-tuned and described 
in detail to provide a non-ambiguous procedure to process 
design observations. 
Definition of follow-on experiments to prove that bottlenecks 
can be removed. 

4.3. Future work 

Experiment sets to study the detectability and removability 
of bottlenecks. 
List of constraints for design environment definition. 

5. Staffing 

The research project is carried out under the responsibility of 
prof.ir. P. de Ruwe. He is in charge of the department of Engineer
ing Design. Prof. de Ruwe holcts a master degree in Mechanica! 
Engineering and was involved in many automation projects especial
ly in the electranies industry. His practical knowied ge is a major 
driving force in the project. The project itself is staffed by two 
coordinators and three researchers. On average the researchers are 
available for 75% of their time to support the project. Their back
ground and experience can be summarized as follows: 

Coordination: 

Ir. Aad P. Bremer, associate professor. Holcts a master degree in 
Aeronautical Engineering and worked for over 20 years as a univer
sity staff member. He is the overall project coordinator of the TPI
project and as such rnanaging the position of DESYS in relation 
with the other projects that are carried out. 

Dr. Joris Vergeest, assistant professor. Holcts a PhD in physics, 
worked as a university staff memher at several universities in the 
Netherlands. He has a broad experience in the setup and manage-
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ment of scientific research projects, and serves as the scientific 
gatekeeper in the DESYS project. 

Research: 

Ir. Emest J .J. van Breemen, assistant professor. Holcts a master 
degree in Industrial Design Engineering and worked for 3 years in 
an industrial design agency. 

Ir. Willem G. Knoop RB, assistant professor. Holcts a masters 
degree in Mechanica! Engineering and a MBA degree. He worked 
for 10 years as a CAD/CAM Consultant in several fields of the 
industry. 

Ing. Tjamme Wiegers, assistant. Holcts a bachelor degree in electri
cal engineering. He worked for many years in a variety of software 
development companies, programming complex industrial systems. 

Besides the permanent staff students carry out scientific training 
programs or graduation projects. 

6. Publications 

Hereafter follows a list of the publications in relation with the 
DESYS project, including internat memorandums and lectures. 

Breemen, E.J.J. van, Characterisation of information in 
product development processes, Internal memo K311, Uni
versity of Technology Delft, faculty of Industrial Design 
Engineering, Delft, august, 1994. 

Breemen, E.J.J. van, Ontwerpen is met informatie omgaan 
of niet soms? (Design is coping with information, isn't it?), 
Produkt 06/94, p.6-7, Uitgeverij Wyt, Rotterdam, october, 
1994 (in Dutch). 
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Breemen, E.J .J. van, A chronological analysis of high
volume data on actual product engineering processes, to be 
published in the proceedings of ICED 95, Prague, 1995. 

Bremer, A.P., Projectvoorstel Technische Produktinformatie 
TPI (Project proposal Technica! Productlnformation ), 
Internat memo K275, University of Technology Delft, 
faculty of lndustrial Design Engineering, Delft, march, 1993 
(in Dutch). 

Broek, J.J., et al., TPI Annual Report 1993, Internal memo 
K312, University of Technology Delft, faculty of Industrial 
Design Engineering, Delft, 15 june, 1993. 

Knoop, W.G., DESYS Projectbeschrijving 1993/1994 
(DESYS Project description 1993/1994), Internat memo 
K286, University of Technology Delft, faculty of Industrial 
Design Engineering, Delft, september, 1993 (in Dutch). 

Knoop, W.G., Lean design, een multidisciplinaire uitdaging 
(Lean design, a multidisciplinary challenge), Produkt 02/94, 
p.ll, Uitgeverij Wyt, Rotterdam, february, 1994 (in Dutch). 

Knoop, W.G., Vision on Ad vaneed Product Development: 
Tools, lecture on the seminar Vision on Actvaneed Product 
Development, by the Royal Society of Engineers, march 11, 
1994. 

Knoop,W.G. , Empirica! research in design: a literature 
survey of the state-of-the-art, Internal memo K310, Univer
sity of Technology Delft, faculty of Industrial Design Engin
eering, Delft, may, 1994. 

Knoop, W.G., Information analysis as a mean to successful 
implementation of information technology in the design 
process, proceedings of the East-West Conference on Infor
mation Technology in Design (EWITD94), Moscow, Russia, 
september 5-9, 1994. 
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Knoop, W.G., Munnich, P., Lessoos from industry towards 
the application of complex information tools to support the 
automotive design process, 2nd International Symposium on 
Engineering Education, Limerick, Ireland, october 28-31, 
1994. 

Knoop, W.G., Actvaneed Product Development in de 
Verenigde Staten (Advanced Product Development in the 
United States of America), Produkt, Uitgeverij Wyt, 
Rotterdam, november, 1994 (in Dutch). 

Knoop, W.G., Breemen, E.J.J. van, Vergeest, J.S.M., 
Wiegers, T., DESYS Research Group: Development of 
Tools and Methods to imprave the output of Product ere
ation Processes, to be published in tbe proceedings of tbe 
symposium on Design Research in tbe Netberlands, Eindho
ven University of Technolgy, Eindhoven, january 3, 1995. 

Knoop, W.G., Wiegers, T., A metbod for visualizing infor
mation in tbe design process, to be published in internat 
memo K309, University of Technology Delft, faculty of 
Industrial Design Engineering, Delft, 1994. 

Schierbeek, B.B., Produktontwikkeling ondersteund met een 
Design Environment System (DESYS) (Product development 
supported witb a Design Environment System (DESYS)), 
Project proposal to tbe Research Council of tbe Faculty of 
Industrial Design Engineering, Delft, 1992 (in Dutch). 

Vergeest, J.S.M., Breemen, E.J.J. van, Knoop, W.G., 
Wiegers, T., An effective metbod to analyze chronologkal 
information aspects in actual engineering processes, to be 
published in tbe proceedings of tbe 5th International Confer
ence on Computer Applications in Production and Engin
eering, CAPE'95. Beijing, 16-18 may, 1995. 
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The IDEATE Research Projects 
Industria1 Design Engineering 

Delft University ofTechnology 

1.0 Research Objective 

The objective of the IDEA TE research is: 

To analyse the conceptualising 
phase of the industrial design 
process and to research ways in 
which this activity can be supported 
througlz tools, systems and 
techniques for designers. 

Since this research is concemed with the 
conceptualizing phase of the Industrial 
Design process, we are interested to know 
how ideas are generated, how designers 
create form, and what kinds of tools 
designers u se for this process. One of the 
goals of our research is the application of 
these investigations toward the 
development of new and better tools for the 
process; tools for creative thinking and 
visualizing. By focusing on the specific 
area of Industrial Design, we hope to 
develop an organized set of multi-nodal 
tools that can assist the designer in the 
creation of innovative form by offering 
extensive visual databases, methodologies, 
form-giving strategies and organizational 
capabilities. These results should be 
implementable in an actvaneed electronic 
"environment" which supports the designer 
in the development of innovative and 
creative product form. 

2.0 Ristory 

The IDEA TE Research has been derived 
from a project done in 1987 called "The 
Designer's Toolkit". The Tooikit was 
intended to be a single computer program 
with a series of modules which allowed 3D 
object definition during the early phases of 
design. The most interesting attribute of 
the Tooikit was its anempt to bridge the gap 
between 2D representations and actual3D 
objects. It did this by allowing the designer 
to quickly generale 3D extruded shapes 
which could then be frozen as a bit-map 
and 
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sketched u pon. In this way the designer 
could add details and refinements to the 3D 
object by using it as an "underlay" 
drawing. 

3.0 The IDEA TE Environment 

When the IDEA TE Research began in 
1991, studies of the werk environment of 
both creative people as well as designers 
were made. Observations from these 
studies showed that the all-in-one-box 
salution of the Tooikit was no Jongervalid 
and that the designer would be better 
supported by a series of ubiquitous, 
computer-intelligent devices. Six areas of 
design activity were identified 

l. Image retrieval, classification and 
manipulation 

2. Visual databases 
3. Geometrie modeHing with two- hands 
4. Sketching 
5. Netwerking and shared designing 

over di stances 
6. Product prototyping and presentation 



New IDEATE Environment 
••~ol,..,.ttanct-.,...~.-lm!Mft....."urot... 
~lt'f"CI'dbJ'a~~c .. vrl""~· 

IDEA TE currently supports projects in 
each of these areas. 

4.0 Personnel and Projects 

~im Hennessey is a professor in 
mdustrial design engineerin<> and 
directs the IDEA TE research group. As 
an American educator and researcher 
he has been active in industrial desio~ 
in three countries over the last 24 y~ars. 

4.1 Computerized Tools 
Research 

4.1.1 "lnteractive tgeneration and 
'!lanipula_tion of computerised objects 
m 3D uszng two-handed input", M. 
W.Gribnau, AIO, J. M. Hennessey, 
Prof 

The emphasis of this project is the 
development of new strategies for 
intuitive hardware and software 
including the.implications of sketching, 
gestures and mput devices. W ork will 
especially focus on two-handed input 
for. georr:etric modelling. M . W. 
Gnbnau IS currently doing a literature 
search and project analysis. 
Additionally, he has directed the 
deve~opment of testing software ( with 
R. D1ckhout and D. De Vries, 
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Hogeschool, West Brabant) for the 
Tumtable and Grabber input devices. 
Also, R. Stuyver is currently workina 
on an improved version of the o 

Turntab Ie. 

Maarten Gribnau is a Graduate 
Assistant (AIO) with a back<>round in 
Electrical En<>ineerincr 0 

0 0 

(Eiectrotechniek). 
He began his work in IDEA TE on 1 
January, 1994. ' 

4.I.2 "Development of a New 
Protoryping Toolfor Interaction 
Designers", R. Kolli, UD, Promotor 
R. Den Buurman, Prof, Co-promotor 
J.M.Hennessey, Prof 

The Doctoral workof Ra<>hu Kol! i is 
just beginning~ It will fo~us on the 
dev~lopme~t of a new prototyping tooi 
for mteract1on designers. A unique 
strategy for the basis of this tooi has 
already been forrnulated and corporate 
partners are now being sought for the 
purpose of assisting in software 
development. Raghu is also developing 
research on CSCW and Shared 
Designing over networks. 

Raghu Kolli is a researcher from 
India who works on projects in both the 
vakgroep Vormgeving and the 
vakgroep Produktergonomie. He has a 
bac~ground in Product and Graphic 
Des1gn and specialises in Interface 
Design. 

4.2 Sketch-related research 

These two projects both focus on the 
sketching activities in the design 
process. 

4.2.1 "IDEATOR ", R. Kolli ,UD, R. 
Stuyver, OBP, M. W.Gribnau, AIO, J. 
M. Hennessey, Prof 

The first. conclusions for this project 
were fimshed on I September, 1993, 
and a definitive report was written (see 
Scientific Publications). High quality, 



ray-traced (ElectroGig) images of the 
product were created by R. Stuyver. 
M.W.Gribnau implemenled partsof the 
IDEATOR interface in a Macintosh
based program which will be used for 
testing and demonstration. R. Kolli has 
ended his work on tlus project in order 
to develop his Doctoral thesis (see 
above). We are currently seeking 
corporale partners for the development 
of a working prototype of this device 
for user testing and evaluation. 

In actdition to doing research in 
IDEATE, Ralph Stuyver is 
responsible for teaching the course 
I078a, Computer Visualisation. 

4.2.2 "The importance of paper and 
pe11Cil sketching to visual imagery and 
how it can be improved by a sketch 
tablet", I. Verstijnen, AIO, C. van 
Leeuwen, UD-UvA, W. Muller, UD, 
J. M. Hennessey, Prof 

Sketching is seen as an extension to 
visual imagery; in many ways it adds to 
visual imagery what visual imagery, 
itself, cannot. By researching the 
ineffectiveness ofvisual imagery and 
what is subsequently added to it 
through paper and pencil sketching we 
can extract the remaining needs in order 
to define functions for the sketch tablet 
of the IDEATOR and other pen-based 
systems. 

Ilse Verstijnen's background is in 
Psychology at the University of 
Amsterdam. She has been a Graduate 
Assistant (AIO) in the IDEATE project 
since I April, 1992. 

4.3 Typology-related research 

These four projects are all related to the 
concept of typology in design. 

4.3.1 "Typology and design methods", 
W. Muller UD, A. Hogenkamp, UD J. 
M. Hennessey Prof 
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This project is a defmitive research into 
form-types. The goal of the research is 
to deterrnine the role of forrn-types in 
design by identifying and classifying 
forrn-types which can then play a part 
in the design process. The computer 
implications of form-types will be 
applied in the research project of G. 
Pasman. 

Willem Muller is an Assistant 
Professor (UD) and bas been 
researchirig and teaching in the faculty 
of industrial design engineering since 
its beginning in 1969. He is well
known for his book: "VORMGEVEN: 
Ordening en Betekenisgeving", 
uitgeverij Lemma, Utrecht, 1990, 
ISBN 90-5189-039-7. 

Andre Hogenkamp is an Assistant 
Professor (UD) with a background in 
industrial design engineering. He 
began his research work in IDEATE on 
1 September, 1992. 

4.3.2 "The Organisation of Design 
Knowledge in Precedent-based 
Design;", G. Pasman, UD, W. Muller, 
UD, J. M. Hennessey, Prof 

This research has both a theoretica! and 
a practical side. The theoretica! goal is 
to derive an understanding of the 
actions and strategies industrial 
designers use in acquiring design 
knowledge from existing design 
situations and, later, applying this 
design knowledge to new design 
situations. 

The results from theory will be used in 
the development of an image database, 
which makes u se of visual 
representations of existing form 
concepts, in order to create a domain
specific knowledge base from which 
the industrial designer can acquire and 
apply design knowledge in order to aid 
the generation and development of new 
forrn concepts. The domain of this 
research is linüted to the form-creation 
process in industrial design. 



Thus far, in collaboration with the 
"Typology and design methods" 
research, a typological model has been 
developed for the description and 
organisation of the design knowledge 
that can be extracted from existing form 
concepts. This model wiJl provide a 
framewerk for the structure of the 
image database. In order to verify the 
model a study has been conducted with 
17 subjects perforrning a design task. 

Gert Pasman began his work as a 
graduate assistani (AIO) in December, 
1991 and in 1994 he was named 
Assistant Professor (UD). His 
background is in Mechanica! 
Engineering with a specialisation in 
Methodology. 

4.3.3 "Type-concepts in the Ristory of 
Design Education" J. B.L. van den 
Heuvel, UD 

Jeroen v. d. Heuvel is an Assistani 
Professor (UD) and is responsible for 
developing and teaching courses in Art 
and Design History. 

The research for this project is 
particulary directed to the existence and 
development of type-concepts in the 
history of design education. When a 
designer dec i des to become a teacher he 
aften feels the need to express his ideas 
on design in writing, so there is a large 
number of texts by designers for 
educational purposes. Analysis of these 
texts revealed more aften then not type
coneepis to legitimize choices in the 
design process and in educational 
progranunes. On the other hand there 
exists a collection of student work 
which wiJl be analysed on the 
consequences of the use of a specitïc 
type-concept. 

4.3.4 "History of Fonn-concepts in 
Electric Dornestic Appliances" T.R.A. 
de Rijk, AIO 
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This historical project asks what form
concepts were used in the industries for 
dornestic appliances in the period 1930-
1970, especially in the Netherlands. 
One of the main research topics is the 
development of product-types in these 
industries. What was the contribution 
of the designer and what role played the 
principal consumer-acceptance and 
technicallimitations in the arising of 
these types. The project gives good 
opportunities to find the actual 
development of product-types and shall 
in this way be of great interest to the 
other typology-research in the IDEA TE
project. 

Timo de Rijk is a graduate assistani 
with a background in Art History. He 
began his work in April, 1992. 

5.0 Interrelationships 

The projectsof J.B.L. v.d. Heuvel en 
T.R.A. de Rijk are closely related to the 
"Typology and design methods" project 
of W. Mullerand A. Hogenkamp. All 
three projects provide valuable material 
for the research of G. Pasman in 
collecting and classifying existing form 
concepts as input for the image 
database. A cross-project "Image 
Database Group" has been formed in 
order to establish co-operation between 
these research projects. 

6.0 Recent Publications 

Kolli, R., Pasman, G., Hennessey, J.M., "Same 
Considerations lor Designing a User 
Environment lor Creative ldeation", 
Proceedings of INTERFACE 93, Raleigh, NC., 
USA, May 5-8, Published by the Human 
Factors & Ergonornies Society, Santa Monica, 
1993, pp. 112-117. . 

Kolli R., Pasman G., Hennessey, J.M., 
"Deriving the Functional Requirements lor a 
Sketching Device: A Case Study", 
Proceedings HCI Conference 93, Vienna, 
Austria, Springer-Verlag, 1993, pp. 184-195. 

Kolli, R., "Using Video Scenarios lor 
Presenting Consumer Product Interfaces", 
Adjunct Proceedinqs INTERCHI 93, ACM 



Conference on Human Factors in Computing 
Systems, Amsterdam, 24-29 April, 1993, p. 
61. 

Verstijnen, I., Leeuwen, C. van (UvA), 
Hennessey, J.M., "Paper and Pencil 
Sketching to Reveal lmplicit lnformation from 
Images",~ Tagung Experimental 
Arbeitende Psychologen und 
Psychcloginnen (TEAPP-Congress), Munich, 
Germany, 28-31 March, 1994. 

Hennessey, J.M., "Exploring Computer 
Enhancements lor Conceptualizing", 
Automation Based Creative Design: Current 
Issues in Computers and Architecture, Edited 
by T.White and A.Tzonis, Elsevier Publishers, 
April,1994. 

Kolli, R., Stuyver, 8 ., Hennessey, J.M., "A 
Conceptval Sketching Device for the Early 
Phase of Design", Design and Pecision 
Support Systems IDDSS\ Conference, Vaals, 
Netherlands, June, 1994 

Hennessey, Christopher J.,Stuyver, R., 
Hennessey, J.M., "CAD and Design",~ 
Stage Research Report, Sektie Vormgevings
methodieken, vakgroep vormgeving, TUDelft, 
15 Augustus, 1994. 

Dickhout, 8., De Vries, D., Gribnau, M.W., 
Hennessey, J.M., "IDEATE-G", lnternal Stage 
Research Report, Sektie Vormgevings
methodieken, vakgroep vormgeving, TUDelft, 
September, 1994 
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The design methodology group 
at the faculty of Industrial Design Engineering 

TU Delft 

presenled hy Kees Dorst 

Introduetion 

The Dell't r:.H.:ulty ol· lildustrial Design Engineering has a five-person 
group working on Design Mcthodology. Organizationally this group 
is linked Lo the deparuncnt of Ncw ProdtH.:t DcvelopmenL, scction 
innovation management. 
This research group has heen intermtionally active for quite some 
time- it must he one of the oldest and higgcst in Holland. The 
devclopment of and re tkction on design mcthods is seen as one of the 
kcy areasof research in our raculty. We arealso very much involved 
indeveloping and monito1ing the design teaching. 

The key scienti lïc events or the last fcw years were the organizing of 
two workshops on Research in Desi!!n Thinkin!!. A theoretica! 
workshop was held in 199 t and a special workshop on protocol 
analysis in 1994. The faculty has co-organizcd the ICED '93 
conference in Den Haag. wilh our mcthodology group as a main 
contrihutor. 
Two wiclely used texthooks for design methodology teaching (in 
industrial design and in engineering) have heen wtilten hy memhers 
of our group. Norhert Rooz.enhurg and Nigd Cross. 

1. Spanning Design 1\'Iethodology 

But this live person group scems smal! when you compare it with tbc 
task hcfore us: our mission is tospan (or at least keep track ot) the 
wholc width and dcpth of Design Methodology. Thc growth in design 
mcthodology is ckarly outrunning the growth in our group. 
But currently. our activitics do run from empirica\ studies in design 
psychology (Christiaans, Cross and Dorst), theoretica! formulation of 
design knowledge (Roozenhurg) and computational modelsof design 
(Kruger) to the development of design support systems (Ackers). 
The research projects in these Jïelds have at least one thing in 
common: we are all trying to structurc the dilTerent partsof design 
rcality hy making modcls of it. 
These models are the stepping sLones to devclop andrefine 
presctiptive methods ror design. to improve design teaching (with thc 
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aid of a well-de.veloped dc:sign psy<.:hology). and to help develop 
computer tools supporting the design ahility. Four of us are 
developing these modc:ls of the dc:sign pro<.:ess on the basis of 
empirica} research, i.e. protocol analysis of design projecL<;, which has 
hecome a specialty of ours. 

But the research project<; are very much tied to the people- the 
projects have are too diverse to he summarized in a short introductory 
note like this. The small hiographies helow will provide more detail 
on all of the projc:cts. 

2. People nnd projects 

Henri Christiaans 
Henri H.C.M. Ch1istiaans is a psychoiogist hy training. His research 
activities into dc:sign dllling the last 8 ycars have focused on the 
following topics: the conneetion hetween the design process and the 
creativity of the design result, the infonnation processing during the 
design procc:ss and the role of argumc:ntative knowledgc: in 
communication procc:ssc:s of <ksign tc:ams. 

The knowierige base(~!" rhe designer (Christiaans and Yenselaar) 
Tbc aim of this study is to understand how the knowkdge hase of thc 
(novice) designc:r afkets the qu:.~lity of the design. The studies done 
sofar focus on thc rc:lationship hc:tween acquisition and use of 
knowledge in dc:signing hy novice: design students, and the quality of 
their products. Three main knowledge components were measured: 
domain-specilic hasic and design knowkdge. and general process 
knowkdge. Thc: studies dc:scrihed hc:re suggest a close relationship 
hetween the. amount of general process knowledge mentioned hy the 
novices and the percèived quality of tbc designed product. 

lnformarion rran.~fer (Van Andel & Chtistiaans) 
This is an investigation into the question how prohlem solvers select 
relevant inl·ormation and how thc:y rcpresent and rctrieve expert 
knowledge. Dc:signers cannot meaningfully idcntify and search for 
relevant information withoutthè orientation of a solution concept. 
This study is concerned with the question under what conditions 
infonnation from external sourees is more accessihle for designers, 
and intluences the design output. Infonnation is gathered which 
appears to come from Lwo sourees- knowkdge from evcryday. 
incidental experience or as arcsult of intentional karning by deriving 
infonnation from the prcsentation or specilïc design related materiaL 
Through experiments with design students the d'fects of varim1s 
methods of inronnation transfer are studied. 
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The role t~f argumenrmive know/edge (Troussc & Chtistiaans) 
One of the limitations of tb~ curr~nl syst~ms in complex problem 
solving is that hardly any attention is paid to the discursive activities 
perfonned. In gcn~ral, cvery d~signcr solving a problem starts a 
communication process and thus a proc~ss of argumentation. Fora 
better undcrstanding of prohlem solving activities it seems valuahle to 
analyse the process within an argumentation linguistics framework. 
On the basis of such a rramework morevalid and rcliable 
specifications for the d~vdopm~nt of real cooperative knowiedge
based design support systems could he derived. 

Recent puhlications: 
Chtistiaans. H.H.C.M. ( 199~). Cremivity in design. Utrecht: Lemma. 
Chtistiaans. H.H.C.M. & YanAndel. J. ( 199~). The effects of 

exampks on the use of knowkdge in a student design activity: 
The case or thc 'llying Dutchman'. Design Swdies, 14 (!), 58-
74. 

Cross, N .. Christiaans. H.H.C.M. & Dorst, K. ( 1994). D~sign 
expertis~ amongst student dcsign~rs. Art & Design Educmion, 
13 (I), ~9-56. 

Trouss~. B. & Christiaans, H.H.C.M. (in press). Design as a topos
hased argum~ntative activity. In Dorst, K .. Christiaans, 
H.H.C.M. & Cross. N. (cds) Analysing Design Activity, Wiley, 
Chichest~r. 

Nigel Cross 
Nigel Cross is Professor of D~sign Methodology at the Facu1ty of 
Industrial Design Engineering, and also Professor of Design Studies 
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RECENT ADV ANCES IN COMPUTATIONAL MODELS OF 
CREATIVE DESIGN 

abstract 

john S Gero 
Professor of Design Science 

Director, Key Centre of Design Computing 
University of Sydney 

Design is one of the most complex of human intellectual acliVlttes. 
Creative design is at the apogee of design. The focus of design research 
has largely been on routine design. Recently, there has been an 
increasing interest in cren.tive design and creati\·e design processes. This 
prescntation cernmences with a semi-forma! definition of creative design 
and creati\·e design processes using concepts of state space 
representation. This allows us to distinguish the notion of search which 
is used in routine design from its creative design counterpart -
exploration. Exploration is concemed \Vith developing state spaces 
within which search is carried out. It then proceeds to develop a class of 
computational processes capable of meeting the definition of a 
computational analog of a creative design process. The computational 
modelsof creative design processes which will be presented are: 

(i) creative design by analogy - hmv to get ideas from designs of 
unrelated products; 

(ii) creative design by evolutionary problem reformulation - how to 
change the way the design problem is formulated to improve the 
resulting solution; 

(iii) creative design by graphical emergence - how to 'see' things in a 
graphical representation that were not represented originally but could 
beseen by a human designer. 

Each of these processes will be descri bed and resul ts f rom 
implementations presented. Ongoing research at the Key Centre of 
Design Computing based on these concepts will be described. The 
implications of this research on computer-aided design will be 
discussed. 
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Constraint-Based Approach for Designing Building Layouts 

D. Chitchian1 , H. Koppelaar' • R.A. Vingerhoeds1 
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Julianalaan 132,2628 BL Delft, The Netherlands 

1. Introduetion 

There are characteristics attributed to artifaet design in general such as, arnbiguities, 
informalities, lack of informalion, and a vast number of connicting constraints 
stemming from different sources. In architectural design orientation, light, ac;cess, 
and different performance requirements are examplcs of such const.raints. Trying to 
find a design that satisfies a combination of those connicting constraints is not an 
easy task, since satisfying somc constrainL..; might have a rcverse affect on other 
imposed constraints. Several researchers have investigated or proposcd the use of 
const.raints in design rclatcd Ulsks, in dilTerent application urcas, including 
architcctural, clectrical and elcctronic circuits and systcms, job shop scheduling, 
process planning, mechanica! design, and space planning. 

2. Characteristics of Architectural Design 

Computerized design generation is a major topic of research in many domuins. Th is 
is not an exception in architectmal design too. Cont.rary to this idca, it was thought 
that generation of a design required link domain knowlcdgc as constraints in 
advancc. In othcr words. design was seen as a quantitativc, combinatorial problem 
dcfincd in a vcry naivc way. Numerical calculation was thc only way of solving 
those problems. Various architcctural plan gcncmtinn tcchniqucs generally known 
as space planning or .IJIIICC a//oc:ation wcre in this dircction. NP-complete 
incfficiency of these mcthods, and thc nccd to devisc new solutions. Hcuristic rules 
for pruning generation was the ncw direction for auacking the design problcms. 

An artifact can bc defined from different perspectives, for instanee how it works, 
what it does, and so on. The chamctcristic aspecl.S of a building can bc called lhe 
operation and the performance of the building. Thc operation of a building might 
bc defincd as the pattem of llow of pcople and objccL~ within that building as 
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prescribed by thc interrelations and associations between them [ 1 ]. 

In any design t.ask, wc likc to idcntify somc propertics which have been staled eithcr 
explicitly or implicity by mcans of somc rulcs or by somc experts. Thcn wc want 
to transfer these extractcd propertics to thc ncw design. Examplc of not explicitly 
staLed properties, wc are askcd to design a building to have "a good scnse of 
privacy" or "a good sense of community." These vague tcrms are hardly dclïnablc 
by means of some absolute valucs, rather they can bc undcrstood with respect to 
some ether activitics. For instance, having the "good sensc of community" can bc 
identificd if people move in thc building, they should have opportunity of meeting 
each other. Thcrcfore, if wc design a building to givc this opportunity to people, 
consequently the building considercd is having a good scnsc of community. A 
designer can dcscribe the qualitics of a building such as "having good scnsc of 
privacy or community" through forma! propcrties. Somc of these propertics may bc 
defined as follows. Minimizc the public circtllation distancc, keep a specifïc disutnce 
between somc locmions, locale SJX'Cilïc locations bcsidc cach other, etc . 

3. General Scheme of thc Approach 

The layout generating problcm is to dcrivc a spmial configuration givcn generating 
rules, a set of clcmcnts and a set of conditions to be smislicd. In our case the 
elements are rooms, lots, corridors, halls, and other locmions. The production rulcs 
are the means fordcriving the spat.iallayout configurations. Thc architcctural design 
constraints fall into a numbcr of different classes: distance. adjar:cnr:y, ar:r:css. 
position, orientation, space. Design is at best of a combinatorial nature, being NP 
complete in com[Jlexity. 1f complexity is NP. thcn hcuristics are thc resource for 
speed-up computing. A lso for ovcrcoming thc com[Jic.x ity or a design wsk it should 
be donc in different steps or phascs. 

A ovcrall/global design might show various "local" parts with cmergcnt different 
tiling structurc. Whcn we considcr cvcry single or individual local parts or units, 
called scgmcnts, thcy will bc constructcd using onc type of tilings. In ether words, 
a building layout which consistsof many scgmenL<; or local units are supplicd as a 
uniform spatial tilcs. Figurc I shows a global design and ils various local parL<;. 

The general schcmc of Lhis approach consisL-> of dillerent parts or laycrs. It is a vcry 
simplc and gencric way based on constraint conccpLs. Building layoul design will 
bc donc in two different phases: pre-parameirir. and fWrameiric. Thc inner laycr 
called topologir.al design, is rcsponsiblc for generating thc torology of a building. 
Th is layer acLually is Lhc prc-paramclric phasc of a design. In Lhis phasc our concern 
is jusL the accessibility of locations in a building. Constraints such as distancc, 
posiLion, oricntation can bc dealt in parametrie phasc. Thc pre-parametrie phasc 
considcrs ether constraims such as acccss. Thc main focus in Lhis phase is how a 
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Figure 1 :Samples of global designs 

preliminary spatia\ conlïgurntions of a building can bc constructcel by mcans of 
spaces or l<x.:ations and thc opcrations on these clcmcnts. Thc prclirninary layout 
delivcrcd by this phasc wil! bc proccsscd in thc later phasc in order to generale thc 
final layout of a building. Thc rcason ror doing so is thm wc might apply a pre
parametrie step tïrst for judgcmcnL or qualitativc constraints in ordertoprune thc 
search spacc drastically, thc:n wc can usc somc constraint-bascd tcchniqucs for 
finding thc solutions in thc pruncd scarch space [2j. 

To design incrcmcntally wc start with an inilial sl.atc, not nccessarily empty. An 
initia! state could bc thc prcviously dcsigncd solution. Thc design clement<; are 
addcd to thc initia\ state one by onc. When an clement is added toa design, i.c. a 
Jocation to thc Jayout of a building, the validity of the imposcd constraints mustbc 
controlled. Actdition of ncw elements toa design should bc in such a way that none 
of the constraints is violatccl, othcrwise thcre mustbc somc kind of backtr,~eking in 
order to annihilatc the clement causing the violmion. 

We nced to cicfine somc rulcs to put togcther thc single elcmcm~ of the systern in 
order lO make larger part or thc layout. For instance, in a forma! languagc 
concatenalion is l'or gluing symbols to worels in that languagc. As our concern in 
the pre-parametrie phase is thc ar.cessiiJility of lm:ations in thc layout, thcrcforc thc 
generating rulcs should bc ablc to cmploy these charactcristics of locations. Thcrc 
exists one operator called genetic operator in this approach for addition of thc 
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elcmcnts to thc layout, bccause in any currcnt state, it incrcmcntally adds toa layout 
one Jocation in a ncighbor position of thc currcnt location. Rcgarding to thc 
positions of two locations in a building, thcrc are two possiblc ways of acccssing 
the secend location from thc lïrst onc. If these two locations are adjacent, thcn the 
locations are acccssiblc by mcans of common scgmcnts such as a wall. Thc othcr 
acccssing possibility is via a third location. Thcrcîorc thc gencric operator in this 
approach combines at any step onc more location to thc currcnt state of a building 
layout consiclering thc acccssibility charactcristics of the ncw location and thc 
current situation. 

A designer during designing an artifact tries to satisfy thc criteria which are 
imposed for designing that particular object in final design. In topological design 
phase norms are community and privacy, the common propcrty relatcd to these 
norms is the way of acccssibility of different locmions in a building. For instancc, 
if we want a design to have more privacy thcn wc should position thc associatcd 
locations close to cach other in order thcrc is lcss possibility of diswrbancc. In 
contrast, if our intension is to have more community thcn it is beller to separate 
locations, bc{;ause if pcoplc move between locations thcy can meet othcr. 

Aftcr constructing the topology of a building with nom1s such as high privacy or 
high community, thc fin al floor plan in architcctural design is providcd by means 
of represcni.ation mcthods. In all rcpresen~ttions a plan is dividcd into sorne smaller 
parts with thc sarnc sizc which can dcnote any location in a plan such as room. 
hallway, storage, etc. These small parts of a plan may have different shapcs such 
as rcctangle, triangle, hcxagonal, etc. Weil known tilings by polygons are: 
equilatcral trianglcs, squares, regular hcxagonals, and so on. Having different tile 
shapes for tiling thc Jloor plan of a building wc are ablc to design buildings that 
have more creativc noorplans than the usual boxcs. 

Different choiccs of polygons can bc fitteel around a vertex so as to cover a 
neighborhood of thc vertex without gaps or overlaps. A vertex around which, in 
cyclic order, wc have an n1-g<m {n 1). an n2-gon {n2). etc. is said to be of type 
n1.n2 .•.. Somc types of possiblc tilings with regular polygonal ti les are clcpictcd in 
figure 2. Accommodating of a topological designcd building is unothcr task in 
architcctuml design. Thcrc is a high dcgrcc of computational complcxity associatcd 
with lhc methad of accommodation. Somc locations in a layout are rot.ation 
invariant, meaning that wc can get the samc layout situation, if thc layout is rotaled 
for somc dcgrecs. A lso the numbcr of uiternaLive locations increases (these alteralive 
locations diffcr in various tilings) cxponcntially with thc numbcr of locations in thc 
design problcm. The wisc approach which ovcrcomcs the combinatorial problcm, 
is Lo prune design by mcans of somc rulcs. 

The outcome of pre-parametrie phasc was a topology of locmions in a building 
without consiclering any kind of tcsscllations. In accommodation phuse which is 
actually a parametrie phasc, tilere should cxist some rules in order to accommodute 
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Figure 2: Some tilings with rcgular polygons 

the outcomc of pre-parametrie design in different types of tcsscllation. Onc such a 
rule actually deercase design spacc by dcgrcc of adjaccncy (thc numbcr of fLilly 
adjacent locations in a tcsscllation) :md prune the design toa spcciric tcsscllation. 
Wc nced some othcr rulcs for furthcr pruning of a design. lf in this st.:tgc of tbc 
design, thc systcm can interact through "uscr in1erface" by thc uscr/an:hitcct of the 
system and asks his preferenee among many ahcrnativcs •. conscqucntly thc design 
can be pruned funhcr so that thc end rcsults look I ike the way Llmt uscrs/architeCL'\ 
want. 
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1. Background 

Ain..-raft design is a multi-disciplinary acuvuy, involving several development 
stages and iterations. From the earliest phase, several aspects are combined in a 
well-structured manner. Since the early days of modem computers, aerospace 
institutes and companies have been leading in the development of CAD systems ( 
Computer Aided Design ). The ADAS system ( Aircraft Design and Analysis 
System ), developed by the Section Aerospace, Design and Flight Mechanics of the 
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering of Delft University of Technology, represems the 
state-of-the-art in computer assisted design of aircraft. 

Input for the ADAS system is a conceptual design. Once the bac;e-line design has 
heen established, ADAS offers suitahle functions for further development. In 
conceptual design phase, global characteristics of one or a few sketchy designs are 
subject to many changes, based on models, heurisl.ic rules and statistica! data. 
Relating to strategie decisions to take in this stage of design, ADAS does not offer 
much a'\sistance to the designer. The needis feit fora flexible front -end to ADAS. 
A front end that ac;sists in the design of a wide range of different aircraft, and is 
capable of evaluating the effects of variations on specifications. Evalualion on 
aspects of economy and performance. 

Using recently developed Artificial Intelligence ( AI ) techniques, a reasoning 
process on symbol and numerical level is executed. It generates a design in both a 
symholic a.nd numerical representation. 
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The use of, for example, Constraint-Ba<>ed Rea<;oning allows in this way for a 
structured support to the design process. Starting from this symholic representation, 
using techniques from CAD/CAM and Computer Graphics, a design hecomes 
generated in ADAS-fonnat. This is a transfonnation of symholic and nurneric 
knowledge to geometrie models. 

The research project will offer new possihilities for the design of aircraft. Moreover 
it enahles ( due to the generality of the approach ) more applications, such as 
designing cars. 

2. The EDA-project 

The goal of the project EDA ( Expert a<;sisted Design of Aircraft ) is to create an 
interactive design environment, which actually assists the designer during the 
conceptual design process. EDA is a major research project at Delft University of 
Technology, managed by Dr.Ir. R.A. Vingerhoects of the Knowledge Ba-;ed 
Systems group, Faculty of Technica! Mathernaties and Infonnatics. The following 
partners are involved in this project: Faculty of Technica! Mathernaties and 
Infonnatics ( our Knowledge Based Systems Group and CAD-CAM/Graphics 
Group ) and the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering ( Section Aerospace, Design and 
Flight Mechanics ). As the subject of engineering databases is expected to play a 
major role in the development of the EDA-system, we intensively co-operate with 
the Database Research group in our Faculty ( Technica! Mathernaties and Infor
maties). 

The project started in 1993 and huilcts upon work at the University of Ghent, 
Belgium, frorn in the years 1987-1993. Especially the EGNOP concept and its 
application to process control and design of fibre reinforeed composite structures 
were developed in Ghent ( e.g. see [3] [5] [6] [7] ). How we employ different AI
techniques in this EDA project is explained in [8]. 

3. Project summary 

Design usually is characterised by an iterative process. Designers . set up a 
framework fortheir design process and develop several consecutive designs, taldng 
into account problems or shortcomings of previous designs. The main goal of this 
iterative processis to improve the design and reeover it from previous errors. Over 
the last decade, the role of computers in design has evolved from a numerical 
calculation device, to ta.<>k integration via several software packages, and supporting 
users via actvaneed ( high end ) interfaces. This new role of computers relieved the 
user from mundane computer oriented tasks, unrelated to his application work and 
domain. 
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In current aeroplane design practice, however, the designer still has to keep track of 
the whole design process. Every step needed to create a well-balanced design ha<; to 
he initiated by the designer. Moreover, the designer bimself also ha<; to interpret 
output of calculations and evaluate the design. 

Next step, with help of current state of artificial intelligence techniques, is that 
computers will support designers in the conceptual design pha<;e. This again leads 
to a changing role of computers in design. The advantage of this development can 
he found in those situations where large and complex designs are created, when it 
beenmes very hard for the designer to keep track of the whole design process. 

Primary goal for our project is to enahle designers to focus on the intelligent a.nd 
creative design issues of the problem. Currently designers are rather rnanaging their 
computer aided design tools. 

Artiticial intelligence will not he used to perfonn the design tasks autonomously. It 
will get a supporting role, to handle routine tasks of the design process. Taks such 
as non-procedural reasoning about the design, reasoning ahout exarnples, generat
ing a preliminary design, evaluating qualitative and quantitative constraints, etc. 

Incorporating artificial intelligence techniques in design activities may lead to 
drastic changes in industrial environments. The design time wil! he used more 
efticiently, Jeading toa more cost effective approach in design to manufacturing. 

The proposed salution does not imply usage of any particular AI-technique alone 
throughout the whole design process, hut rather the use of specific techniques for 
those tasks they are most suited for. The design process comprises three general 
consecutive phases. 

Propagation of specifications to limit the design space. Starting from a smal! 
numher of initia! specitications, the salution space can he reduced using 
constraint-based rea<;oning techniques [1]. The user-defined specifications 
detennine which constraints in the constraint network are relevant. The 
remaining sets of variables from the constraint network define the feasihle and 
practical design space on a merely qualitative ha<;is. 

Find a region of optima! solutions. Within the reduced design space, the area 
around the optimai-practical design can be distinguished using ca<;e-based 
rea<;oning techniques [4] . Previous designs and exarnples are stored in a case
base, and can be retrieve d ba<;ed on the ( partially ) matching specifications. 
Common features of t11e retrieved cac;es can he regarded as typical for the 
optima! solution, while differences in features indicate the yet unresolved 
design decisions, and altemative solutions should he fonnulated for each. To 
satisfy the specifications, retrieved cac;es will have to he modified in a rule
based system. 
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Until now, no numerically design analysis bas been performed. Consequently, no 
prohlems were encountered for discrete numerical formulation of the prohlem. The 
remaining problem is to optimise the design. This optimisation prohlem is more 
quantitative in nature. 

Discrete optimisation. For the discrete optimisation, the EGNOP-concept [5] 
[6] is applied. The numerical optimisation prohlem is fonnulated from the 
modified solutions, where features are translated into analysis formulations, 
constauts and design variables. The first ta<;k is to select the best salution for 
further optimisation. The features of the alternative solutions may provide the 
designer with some insight in the designspace ar(mnd the optima! solution. The 
selection and the following improvement phases of the design are perfonned 
interactively with the designer. Whenever appropriate, the user can stop the 
inference process, to exarnine the previous steps and to suggest improvements. 
Discrete optimisation should preferahly he done hy beuristic optimisation. 
Large numerical analyses should only he applied a<; verification of the design 
in the final design phase. Heuristic optimisation consists of 2 steps; a repair 
phase to reeover from constraint violations and the impravement pha<;e for 
minimisation within the feasihle region (3]. 

The proposed concept allows incremental development of a knowledge ba.;ed 
system on top of availahle numerical analysis and discrete optimisation routines. 
Numerical routines are incorporated within the general EGNOP-structure, while the 
other knowledge bases are constructed a<; separate modules within the system, 
govemed by a meta-level strategy. Other artificial intelligence techniques can also 
he included within the general structure of the system. The previously described 
design fra.rnework will he applied initially for designing composite reinforeed 
aircraft structures [2]. Next, a full-scale application of the concept for generating 
conceptual designs of ain.ïaft wil\ he implemented. Designing air craft is a multi
disciplinary process, including several development stages. From the earliest stages 
of conceptua.l design, several aspects have to he taken into account in a well
structured manner. These aspects include flight performance, flight characteristics. 
operations, manufacturing, maintenance, etc. Ba<;ed on the design framework, a 
front-end design system will he developed. 
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1 Introduetion 

Recent research within our Department in the field of AI and De
sign has focussed on the development of a compositional framework 
for the design and development of design support systems. Practical 
experience with the design and development cycle (task analysis, 
modelling, design, format specification and implementation) within 
diverse domains has increased insight in the complexity of design 
and of the theoretica! foundations required. 

Complex reasoning pattems encountered during design have been 
analysed and formally specified within the design framework, de
termining the forma! semantics of the resulting behaviour of the 
system and interaction between systems and users. The integration 
of various techniques, both knowiedge-based and non-knowled
ge-based, is clearly essential for design. The compositional approach 
to system design facilitates such integration, both within systems, 
but also between systems and systems and users. Techniques for the 
specificatien of interaction between systems, and between systems 
and users have been explored and incorporated within the frame
werk, although further research is clearly warranted. This also holds 
for the reuse of models and spcifications: a number of possibilities 
have been explored and tested. Reuse of the framewerk for redesign 
is the focus of a current project within which compositional archi
tectures are the object of redesign. 

In general our research can be viewed from 3 related perspectives: 
the empirica! perspective, the foundational perspective and the de
velopmental perspective. The integration of these perspectives is the 
challenge which we face. 
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A. Empidcal pe•~pective 
Close analysis of design processes as required and performed by 
designers in cooperation with design support systems. 

B. Foundational perspective 
Development of logical theories covering both the static aspects and 
dynamic aspects of design processes. 

C. Developmental pe1~pective 
The perspective of the developer of design systems and the support 
provided to him or her: modelling/specification languages, (task) 
models for design, implementation environments, etc. 

The three perspectives are clearly intertwined. Design theories are 
based on design practice: either on current practice, or on current 
recognition of limitations for which solutions need to be found . 
Logica! design theories (in particular) are used to define the forma! 
semantics of both static and dynamic aspects of design: providing a 
basis for verification and validation, and for techniques supporting 
system design. 

Practical experience in design support system design is an essential 
element within our research, providing insight in the design process. 
The design support systems modelled and specified, cover the fol
lowing applications: 

- curriculum design 
- elevator design 
- chemica! process design 
- financial portfolio design 
- environmental policy design 
- office plan design 
- financial routing design 
- emission inventory design. 
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A wide variety of design tasks for which our research has addressed 
the following issues: 

- identifying (conceptual) design methods, models and strategies (to 
be) used for analysis of design processes 

- analysing levels of cooperation and interaction between designers 
and design support systems 

- developing techniques for verification and validatien of design 
support systems 

Each of these issues will be discussed below in more detail. 

2.1 Design methods, roodels and strategies 
To analyse design processes conceptual models for design tasks at 
different levels of genericity are being developed. From a global 
viewpoint these models include at least knowledge of: 

(1) the tasks and subtasks involved in design (task decomposition) 
(2) the way in which the tasks are controlled (contra! decomposi

tion) 
(3) the domain knowledge (knowledge structures), including mul

tiple classifications (views) 
(4) the agents involved in a design process (role delegation) 
(5) the information links between tasks and agents 

The design methad and models include forma! specifiation of static 
and dynamic aspects of design processes such as: 
- non-monotonic reasoning, the use of (default) assumptions, pre-

ferences, revision, 
- constraints and requirement qualifications, 
- the acquisition of design requirements 
- incomplete, uncertain and inconsistent information, 
- reflective reasoning processes, 
- the role and form of history and design rationale, 
- identification and retrieval of known cases, 
- strategie knowledge and control, 
- interaction between agents (designers, design support systems) in 

cooperation, 
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- identifying and descrihing various forms of strategie knowledge 
and reasoning, 

~ dynamics of problem statement and (soft and hard) requirements, 
- representation, integration and coordination of views. 

2.2 Models of cooperation and interaction 
Within the context of a given design task often specific subtasks 
may be assigned to either a designer or the system. For example, a 
design support system may ask the designer a value fór an attribute 
of the design object that is yet undefined in the system. This type of 
interaction, object level interaction, in which one of the parties 
(often the designer) is requested to provide facts of this type, is not 
uncommon to design support systems. 

Interaction between designers and design support systems is, howe
ver, often of a slightly different nature. In design processes desig
ners frequently wish to influence the factors on which designs/deci
sions are based: the goals, the beuristics employed, preferences, 
assumptions, using the system to explore the results of different 
strategies. Interaction at this level, the level of strategie preferences, 
is not uncommon within design, but is not often included in design 
support system design. 

Although a shared task model on which a design support system has 
been designed is the result of interaction with designers, it is not 
necessarily the correct model of the design task. A designer may 
want to be able to influence, for example, the sequencing or choice 
of subtasks in a particular situation. The design support system with 
which a designer interacts should make this possible. This is not 
only of importance for the individual designer for which a system 
may have been designed, but also for other designers (often the 
designer(s) involved in the design of a system represent a class of 
designers) for which the model can be seen as a model of consen
sus. This model may need to be adapted for individual designers. 
This level of interaction has been termed the level of task model 
modification. 
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To model the knowledge required at these three levels of interaction 
within a task model, a task based framework for design is required 
and appropriate forms of representations. It is often unclear not only 
which representations are best suited to the particular task at hand, 
but also which differences exist between preferred representations 
between designers. Some work on this area is reported in (Brazier & 
Treur, 1994; Brazier, Treur & Wijngaards, 1994). 

3 Foundational perspective 

Within our research design is viewed as a complex reasoning pro
cess within which different types of reasoning are entailed at diffe
rent levels of concreteness such as: deductive (e.g., to infer proper
ties of a design object on the basis of known properties), abductive 
reasoning (e.g., to assert properties to meet given requirements of 
the design object). 

A substantial amount of research has focussed on defining models 
of design as a basis for the development of design support systems, 
without consiclering the underlying logica! structure of these models. 
Although some research on AI and design includes logica! descrip
tions of design systems, a logica! framework such as the framework 
on which our research is focussed, that covers both the static and 
dynamic aspects of design processes has yet to be devised. A logica! 
framework enables forma! specification of domain-specific design 
systems and development of supporting tools for verification and 
validation. 

3.1 Requirements 
A logica! framework should provide (see also the list in A.): 
- logica! representation of (incomplete) descriptions of objects 
- a logica! description of views 
- means to formulate alternative requirement sets and to qualify 
these possible alternatives (e.g., preferences, possible relaxations of 
an initia! requirement set, new requirements) 
- means to formulate a problem statement 
- flexibility to describe the dynamics of alternating steps made be-
tween the problem statement formulation space, the requirement 
qualification set space and the design object description space 
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- possibilities for defining design strategies based on different me
thods and coordination applied to the different spaces (including 
problem statement formulation, requirement qualification, design 
object description). 
- a description of the complex pattems of (nonmonotonic) reasoning 
involved in design 
- (multi-agent) cooperation 

3.2 Semantics of reasoning behaviom· 
In recent research, a logica! foundation of the dynamics of complex 
reasoning patterns has been based on: 
(I) the notion of representing in formation states as partial models 
defined in many-sorted predicate logic (Langen & Treur, 1989); 
(2) the notion of a functionality description as a mapping from 
partial models to partial models (Treur, 1991b); 
(3) the notion of partial temporal models as traces of partial models 
acquired by well-defined transition functions between partial models 
(Treur, 1992); This approach has been successfully applied in a 
number of areas: to define a forma[ semantics for (the dynamics of) 
meta-level architectmes based on temporal logic (Treur, 1992); to 
obtain semantics for default logic including the dynamics of default 
reasoning (Engelfriet & Treur; 1993, 1994); and to obtain a forma! 
model for the dynamics of compositional reasoning systems (Gavrila 
& Treur, 1994). Application of this approach to design is one of the 
current focusses of research; in (Brazier, Langen & Treur, 1994) a 
first attempt is .made to define a logica) foundation incorporating 
dynamic aspects. 

3.3 Techniques for vetification and validation 
During system design models and representations need to be conti
nuously verified and validated. The empirica) basis for decisions 
taken during the design of a design support system needs to be 
considered. A forma! framework, has an important added value, 
namely that it opens a perspective to establish (verify) properties of 
design systems and to develop automated tools for verification and 
validation. Generic work on validation and verification of static and 
dynamic aspects of compositional reasoning systems is reported in 
(Treur & Willems, 1994ab). This work has yet to be specialised to 
design support systems. 
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4 Developmental perspective 

Modelling (re)design entails rnadelling the domain (i .e., the world of 
interest), the requirements for each of the parties involved, the de
sign objects, and the design process. Our research aims at rnadelling 
design tasks within a forma! framework for the specification of 
complex tasks. 

4.1 Declarative specificanon of dynamics 
This approach is based on a (multi-level) logica! analysis of com
plex reasoning tasks, using the notion of a meta-level architecture 
(Maes & Nardi, 1988), and has been discussed in publications on 
both fundamental and applied research (e.g., (Langevelde et al., 
1992)). In a meta-level architecture, it is possible to reason not only 
with relations in order to infer properties of, for example, design 
objects (object-level reasoning), but also about such relations 
( meta-level reasoning) and (the control of) the dynamics of the 
reasoning pattern. 

4.2 Composinonal :m:hitectures and fonnal specificanon 
Modularity in system design is a wel! recognised requirement for 
efficient and effective software development, maintanence and re
usability. This is especially true for design support systems. Within 
current research, the implications of modular design for the design 
of such design support systems (based on meta-level architectures), 
are translated into specifications for a flexible environment for the 
development of modular design support systems. The transparant 
architecture of the environment in which system developers are 
provided re-usable modules for both knowiedge-based reasoning and 
conventional components, is a fundamental concern. Design tasks 
require both knowledge- based resoning modules and conventional 
modules such as databases, calculation (or simulation) modules and 
optimisation algorithms (OR). The integration of such modules in 
the design and implementation of integrated complex systems for 
specific design tasks provide both ( 1) task-specific building blocks 
and tools and (2) generic task models. The task-specific tools (for 
example, shells) and generic task specificiations combined, provide 
the basis for well-structured, transparant, modular system develop-
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ment. The emphasis in our current research is on the phase of de
sign, specificatien and implementation of design support systems. 
Figure 1 depiets the model of forma! specificatien and implementa
tion employed to this purpose. The employment of automated tools 
not only significantly decreases the time needed to develop a proto
type, but also increases maintainability. 

generator 
specificatien ~ prototype · 

Figure 1. Forma] specificatien and implementation generation 

4.3 Genelic task models 
Within our framewerk task-specific building bleeks, tools and tech
niques for design tasks have been devised on the basis of experien
ce. Within this framewerk for realistic design tasks the integration 
of both quantative and qualitative techniques is essential; for exam
ple, in some situations search and optimisation techniques and een
straint manipulation need to be integrated with knowiedge-based 
reasoning modules. The integration requires fundamental research 
and is thus being studied within this context. 
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Design Methodology for the Social Sciences 

University of Twente 

J. Ir ene A. Voerman 

1. Description of the program 

1.1 Background 

In 1994, four faculties of the University of Twente started a: five year 

research program. The objective of the program is to lay the 

foundations for a methodology for social scientific design as 

applicable in various field of applied social sciences such as 

communication, management, education, and public administration. 

The program has been proposed jointly by departments from four 

social science faculties (Faculty of Educational Science and 

Technology, School of Management Studies, Faculty of Public 

Adrninistration, and the Faculty of Philosophy and Social Science) to 

the 'Research Stimulation Fund' of the University and has been 

funded accordingly. 

The research program starts from the consideration that the social 

scientific departments are increasingly engaged in professional design 

activities, either as an object of study or as a topic for teaching and 

training students. Increasingly, in these departments "design" is 

perceived as a full-scale scientific activity, cernparabie with 

"research". Within the social sciences, the urge is felt for more 

systematic approaches to design. Various of such systematic 

approaches have already started to become manifest in the departments 

involved in the program. These approaches differ, partly because of 
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the wide range of different objects of social scientific design activities 

(e.g. law texts, curricula, media campaigns, etc). Yet, it is presumed 

that a cornmon methodological foundation can be elaborated. 

1.2 Objective of the Program 

The objective of this research program is to establish the contours of a 

social scientific design methodology, that should: 

• be general enough to cope with differences between the social 

sciences involved and yet should be sensitive enough to do justice 

to the variety of design approaches that are in practical u se; 

• be grounded in the reconstruction of professional design activities 

and practice as are cornmon in the scientific fields involved; 

• enable the establishment of nonnative models and prescriptions for 

social scientific design. 

1.3 Planned Research Activities 

In order to attain the program objective within five years, four major 

research activities are planned: 

1. Empirica! reconstruction 

This research activity involves the empirica! reconstruction of current 

design practices within the scientific fields involved, as well as 

reconstruction of transfer of design knowledge and (proto-) 

methodology. 

Reconstructions of design practices are especially necessary in the 

fields of management science and cornmunication science, for little has 

been recorded systematically on these practices yet. Though 

considerably more research has been done by the faculties of 

educational science and technology and public adrninistration, several 
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facets of design oriented research within these faculties need to be 

reconstructed as well. Here, reconstructions will help clarify 

relationships between current design practice and the scientific state

af-the-art 

2. Elaboration of facets 

This research activity involves the elaboration of those facetsof design 

practice that are considered to be pivotal for the development of a 

social scientific design methodology. To be considered are at least: 

a. The relationship between design and the theory about society and 

human behavior. 

b. The relationship between professional design practice (client 

oriented, contextualized) and design methodology (product 

oriented and (somewhat) decontextualized). This facet offers an 

important difference with the technica} sciences; in the teehoical 

sciences clients are presumed to be interested in a product that will 

bedelivered by scientists in accordance with their own scientific 

terms. 

c. Evaluation and, in genera!, more explicit feedback in reflective 

design practice and design methodologies. 

d. Instrumentation and sociotechnical design. With this facet, a 

bridge is build between social and technica! sciences, as technica! 

sciences might offersome "social considerations" in their design 

practice. 

e. The (artistic) compositional aspect (including esthetica! and (in a 

braad sense) literary aspects). Camparisans with fields like 

architecture learn that social siences cannot leave this facet of 

design out of consideration. 
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3. Translation into methodology 

In a later stage of the program, the findings from the reconstruction 

studies and the elaboration of eertaio design facets will be "translated" 

into a methodology. The aim is to formulate normative models and 

prescriptions. The translation process will need considerable additional 

analysis and reflection. This includes the following activities: 

a. Elaboration of general issues with respect to philosophy of 

science, of which some have already been identified. 

b. Articuluation of "grounded methodologies" based upon the 

empirica! reconstructions and available experience and insights of 

senior staff. 

c. Elaboration and modifications of the "grounded methodologies" 

using insights from the facet-studies. 

4. Synthesis 

The last phase of the program consists of a step towards scientific 

synthesis, which takes the variety among social sciences into account. 

A "lead author" will take the responsibility for "integrative" 

publications, that will be commented upon by international 

researchers. 

1.4 Organization of the program 

The research activities are organized in Ph.d. projects and post-doc 

projects. Besides, worskhops will be organized. 

PhD projects 

The program involves 5 PhD projects, carried out within the faculties 

of management educational science and technology, public 

adminstration, and philosophy and social science. The PhD projects 
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are anchored within departments of these faculties. The empirica! 

reconstructions are the essential component of these PhD projects. 

Post-doc proiects 

By now, three topics for post-doc activities have been distinguished: 

philosophy of science and design methodology 

epistemological aspects of design methodology 

evaluation and design methodology. 

There may, however, emerge more topics during the program. 

Workshops and other activities 

Several workshops will be planned for program participants and other 

interested persons, about twice a year. In 1994, workshops were on 

"Articulation and Design Practice" and "Methodology of 

Reconstruction". For subgroups (for example Ph.D. students, smali

scale workshops will be organized. 

2. Composition and background of researchers 

Following are the four participating faculties and the researchers 

involved in the program: 

Educational Science and Technology CTO) 

Departments 

Curriculum (CRC), Instructional Technology (!ST), Educational 

Instrumentation (ISM), Educational Administration (O&M) 

Participants 

Dr. J.J.H. van den Akker (CRC), Drs. H.W.C.H van Amelsvoort 

(O&M), Dr. R.J. Bosker (O&M), Dr. !.P.F. De Diana (!SM), Prof. 
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dr. J.C.M. Moonen (ISM), Prof. dr. J.M. Pieters (IST), Prof. dr. Tj. 

Plomp (CRC), Prof. dr. J. Scheerens (O&M), Dr. A.J. Visscher 

(O&M), Drs. J.I.A. Voerman (CRC) 

School of Management Studies CTBK) 

Departments 

Operational Methods and Systems Theory (OMST), Technology and 

Organization (T &0) 

Participants Prof. dr. ir. O.A.M. Fisscher (T&O), Dr. J. Geersing 

(OMST), Ir. K. Visscher (T &0) 

Philosophy and Social Sciences (WMW) 

Departments 

Philosophy of Science and Technology (FWT), Applied Linguis~ics 

(TT) 

Participants 

Dr. C. Disco (FWT), Dr. T.M. van der Geest (TT), Ir. I.B. van de 

Poel (FWT), Prof. dr. A. Rip (FWT), Prof. dr. P.J.M. Schellens 

(TT), Dr. M.F. Steehouder (TT) 

Public Administration CBSK) 

Departments 

Policy (B&B), Organization & Finances (O&F), Centre for Higher 

Education Policy Studies (CSHOB) 

Participants 

Prof. mr. D.W.P. Ruiter (B&B), Dr. B. Steunenberg (O&F), Prof. 

dr. F.A. van Vught (CSHOB), Dr. D.F. Westerheijden (CSHOB), 

Drs. W.G. Werner (B&B) 
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Program Leaders 

Prof. dr. J.C.M. Moonen, Prof. dr. A. Rip, Prof. dr. F.A. van Vught 

External Scientific Contributors to the Program 

Prof. dr. M. Zwanenburg, Dr. J. A. Harbers, Prof. dr. P.J. van 

Strien, Prof. dr. P.G. Swanborn 

3. Research areas and typical research programs 

Because the research team consists of researchers from different 

faculties that were grouped tagether for this purpose, this research 

group does not have a common research past. In ether words, there 

can not be given typical research programs of this group. Therefore, 

this paragraph will deal short with the research areas and interests and 

typical research programs of the participating faculties or departments 

individually. Especially these areas that are connected to design will be 

mentioned. 

Educational Science and Technology 

The faculty of educational science and technology investigates topics 

of educational technology. The researchinterestsof the department of 

curriculum are in the development and evaluation of procedures for 

legitimization, design, evaluation, and implementation of curricula 

(including courseware) for general and vocational education and 

eerparate training. They hold special interest in the development and 

use of formative evaluation as a means to imprave curricula and 

training and in implementation improving factors. The department of 

instrumentation aims at the design, integration and transfer of 

interactive materials for learning and communication. The research 
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from the department of educational administration focuses on the 

organization and curriculum conditions of school effectiveness and 

schoolperformance. 

School of Management Studies 

The School of Management Studies develops knowledge for 

professional designers in the field of management of technology and 

innovation. The department of technology & organization focuses on 

management of research & development, quality management, 

production, innovation, concurrent engineering. Research programs 

are continuity of organizations, innovation of production systems, and 

information technology. 

Philosophy and Social Sciences 

The two departments from the Faculty of Philosophy and Social 

Sciences, that are committed to the project are the department of 

Philosophy of Science and Technology and the department of Applied 

Linguistics. One of the cross-cutting interests in the research of the 

department of Philosophy of Science and Technology is design: 

philosophy of design, cases of design work and the emergence of 

stabilized design conceptions, changes that occur in design 

conceptions and practices, attempts to influence design processes in an 

early stage ("Constructive Technology Assessment"). Current PhD 

research in the department focuses on constructive technology 

assessment in product development in biotechnology firms. The 

central aim of the research program of the department of applied 

linguistics is to develop methods for evaluating and optimising the 

quality of textual communication. With respect to the design of texts, 

the main focus in the program is on those apsects of design processes 
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which anticipate on the quality of the text. Text design processes are 

studies with respect to several types of texts. 

Public Administration 

The faculty of Public Administration conunits to research into the field 

of manegerial and politica! practice. They are particularly interested in 

the ways in which these practices are designed and in economie and 

legal institutionalisrnl. 

4. List of recent publications 
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Design research in the Stevin project 

P.M. Wognum N.J.I. Mars 
Knowiedge-based Systems Group 

Department of Computer Science 

University of Twente 

P.O. Box 217 

7500 AE Enschede 

The Netherlands 

E-mail [ wognum,mars]@cs.utwente.nl 

December 1994 

1 The Stevin project 

The Stevin project is one of the research projects performed in the 
Knowiedge-based Systems group of the University of Twente. The 
Stevin project is aimed at developing knowiedge-based models and 
techniques to support engineering design in technica! domains like me
chanica!, electrical, and civil engineering. 

The research approach adopted in the project is based on the so
called product view, which means that we aim at developing knowiedge
based systems which produce results that are equal to or possibly even 
better than those achieved by humans without necessarily imitating 
human problem-solving behavior. The main focus of our research is 
on modeling product-related design knowledge. One of our objectives 
is to develop large and reusable knowledge bases. An ontology, called 
YMIR, for structuring design knowledge is used for this purpose (Alberts 
[1993]). 

Modeling design knowledge with the ontology YMIR offers several 
advantages, because the concepts in YMIR are uniquely defined. One 
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of the advantages is that the resulting knowledge bases may easily be 
întegrated to support the execution of particular design tasks. In addition, 
the knowledge bases are exchangebie between domains. Moreover, the 
knowledge can be verified fonnally, since the concepts in YMIR are 
defined in terms of netwerk models in system theory. 

A secend advantage, not effered by many ether product models, is 
the integration of different aspects in one design description. This inte
gration is made possible because the concepts in YMIR explicitly relate 
ferm, consisting of material and geometrical properties, and behavior, 
expressed in terms of the fonn-related variables. Function is defined 
as an instantiation of the behavier in a particular context in which the 
design has to opera te. This property of YMIR provides us with the pos si
bility to model different types of requirements, among which life-cycle 
requirements, in such a way that they can be checked automatically and 
as early as possible during the design process. 

In the Stevin project, we view design as a synthesis processin which 
abstract functional specifications including requirements on the real
ization of the design are gradually translated and refined into a design 
description which is physically realizable. To bridge the gap between 
abstract functional specifications and realizable design description, sev
eral abstraction layers have been defined. Each abstraction Iayer is a 
true abstraction of the layer directly below it. At each layer, the speci
fications are satisfied by a design description consisting of combination 
of components defined at that layer. Next, the design description is 
translated into new specifications at the next lower layer. At the lewest 
layer, the design description consists of YMIR components which have 
physical counterparts. 

2 Researchers in the Stevin project 

The Stevin project consists of four Ph.D.-projects, a post-doc project, 
and a project aimed testing YMIR with real product data. The projects 
are supported by a scientific pro grammer, undergraduate students of the 
Department of Computer Science and the School of Polytechnics, and 
by graduate students from the OTIS program, a two-year program to 
educate students as a designer of technica! information systems. 
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The Stevin project is one offour projects perfonned in the Knowiedge
based Systems Group, headed by Prof.dr.ir. N.J.I. Mars. The projeet's 
daily supervisor is Dr. P.M. Wognum. The project further consists of 
Dr.ir. L.K. Alberts, who perfonns a SION-postdoc project, the Ph.D.~ 
students Ir. F. Dikker, Ir. F. Tempelman, V. Sushkov Ms.C., and Drs. 
S.J.M. van Eldonk, who perfonns a project intheSION special attention 
area 'Evolutionary knowiedge-based systems, called Revise, in coop
eration with UvA, VU, and UT/ECN. V. Sushkov is a researcher from 
the Invention Machine Labaratory in Minsk. The scientific pregrammer 
supporting the project is Ir. F. van Raalte. 

3 Research projects 

3.1 Early evaluation of design requirements 

In a design process, many requirements play a role in actdition to the 
functional specifications. These requirements are often left implicit at 
the outset of a design problem and are incorporated in the design process 
as soon as they become relevant to the design at hand. Examples of such 
requirements are design codes and safety requirements and are rather 
general in nature, which means that they are applicable to a large variety 
of design problems. 

In this part of the Stevin project, we investigate how requirements can 
be modelled on the basis of YMIR and how they can be used in the design 
process as early as possible. Our objective is to apply requirements to 
the design description as soon as they become relevant to the design at 
hand (Dikker & Wognum [1993a], Dikker & Wognum [1993b], Dikker, 
Alberts & Wognum [1993]). As a result, confiicts are detected as early 
as possible thus preventing unnecessary iterations. 

To be able to fonnally structure requirements, we have developed 
a model of requirements (Dikker et.al. [1994]) which consists of a 
scope part and a restrietion part. The scope part is a design description 
representing the situations in which the requirement is applicable. The 
restrietion part describes the actual requirement and restricts specific 
parts of the scope. With the help of this requirement model, require
ments can be used in the design process as desired. The scope part 
can be matched with the description of the design under construction to 
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determine whether the requirement is applicable. When after matching 
an applicable requirement is found, the restrietion part can be applied 
to the design at hand possibly leading to the eliminatien of possible in
stantiations. If, as a result, the design description becomes inconsistent, 
resolution of the conflict is needed. This part is left for future research. 

The approach has been implemented using Galileo (Bowen [1992]), 
a eenstraint programming language. Currently, the requirement model 
is tested against a number of design codes. In june 1995, the results of 
this study will be published in a Ph.D.-thesis. 

3.2 Case-based design 

In practice, designers aften reuse earlier experience in new design sit
uations. Such experience mainly exists in the ferm of already finished 
(successful or possibly rejected) design cases. The main problem in 
reusing such knowledge is in formalizing, representing, retrieving and 
adapting old cases to satisfy new functional specifications. 

In this project, we study how existing cases can be retrieved to be 
used as starting points for a new design problem. Such a problem 
consists of new speccifications for (part of) a product to be designed at 
any point during a design process. To be able to reuse cases, we need 
methods and techniques for selecting them. We further assume that 
cases are represented as YMIR product models. 

A case is considered to be 'most suitable' if it requires the least 
adaptation compared to ether candidate cases. To be able to determine 
the suitability of a case, we first need to classify adaptation according to 
its complexity in terms of, for instance, the number of computation steps 
involved in performing the adaptation. Second, we need models and 
techniques to designate the case which best suits the new Specificatiens 
for (part of) the design at hand. 

To predict the possible adaptations needed for a case, we may use 
traditional case-based reasoning techniques extended with knowledge 
on the complexity of adapting cases. We should aim at restricting the 
additional amountofknowledge as much as possible, however, since ene 
ofthe advantages of case-based reasoning is deemed to be the avoidanee 
of the knowledge acquisition bottleneck. The addition of a large amount 
of adaptation knowledge clearly removes this advantage. 
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It is expected that case-based design enhances the efficiency of the 
design process. The objectives of this subproject are to de fine indices to 
enable retrieval of cases which are candidates fora new design problem, 
to model adaptation knowledge to determine similarity of the candidate 
cases with the new design problem, and to test the model and tech
niques in several practical situations. The results of this project will be 
published in a Ph.D.-thesis in October 1996. 

3.3 Redesign 

This subproject of the Stevin project concerns the process of redesign
ing a specific technica! system to let it meet new requirements. The 
project is performed in the context of the SION special attention area 
'Evolutionary knowiedge-based systems', called Revise. This attention 
area is a cooperation between the UT, UT/ECN. UvA, and VU. 

The aim of redesign, in genera!, is to produce a new design in a 
.very efficient way. The possibility to design a new product by slightly 
modifying an old design, often results in a reduction of costs and effort 
in the design process. The successof redesign depends on the similarity 
of an old design with the new one. When the modifications that have 
to be made, are large, redesign is not a very good idea; designing from 
scratch seems then more appropriate. 

Por our subproject we assume that an old design description is given. 
The processof selectinga relevant case from a case-base is the subject of 
the subproject described above. Besides an old design, we assume new 
specifications, which differ from the specifications of the old design. 
Purther, both design and specifications are described in the same way, 
within our modeling framewerk YMIR. 

The output of the redesign process is a new design, which meets the 
new specifications. To accomplish this result, several subtasks can be 
distinguished: 

• Diagnosis: The localization of the part of the original design 
which has to be adapted and the part of the design which may 
remain the same. 

• Respecification: Por the part which has to be adapted, a new spec
ificatien has to be found, such that the overall new specificatien 
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is met. 

• Design: This partial specificatien must actually be designed. Sev
eral tasks are possible, like design from scratch, case-based design, 
redesign again, or enlisting a human designer. 

• Evaluate: The result of the design step has to be evaluated. It has 
to be checked whether the new overall design meets the required 
overall specification. 

The crux of redesign is formed by the diagnosis and respecification 
subtasks. At the moment we study Model-Based Diagnosis techniques 
for accomplishing these two tasks. To this end, we consicter a design 
description as a MBD-model, consisting of components and connections 
and functional descriptions of the components. The difference between 
a new specificatien and an old design can be seen as the equivalent 
of a MBD conflict. The result of our use of MBD is a new partial 
specification, the equivalent of a MBD diagnosis. Por details, we refer 
to (Bakker et.al. (1994]). The results of this project will be published 
in a Ph.D.-thesis in July 1997. 

3.4 Innovative design 

In the fifties, after G. Altshuller had studied a large number of patents 
from various patent collections, he concluded that most innovative de
sign solutions were obtained by the transfer of ideas from one engineer
ing domain to another. By "idea transfer" Altshuller means the transfer 
of a known physical or design principle (conceptual design knowledge, 
in other words) from a domain in which the principle has been effectively 
used to another domain where the use of this principle was unknown or 
its applicability has notbeen investigated yet. 

Altshuller further developed this idea and formalized it in TIPS, the 
Theory oflnventive Problem Solving. The theory was tested thoroughly 
and proved the workability of Altshuller's concept. 

To organize innovative design as a process which reuses previous 
knowledge, as suggested by TIPS, we need to represent this previous 
design knowledge in a form which will make it possible to share this 
knowledge between different engineering domains. This can be done 
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with the use of AI techniques for reusing previous experience, for in
stance, case-based reasoning (CBR). Various physical principles can 
be modeled and stored as previous design cases, and retrieved through 
(specific or general) functions which serve as indicestothese cases. 

We can distinguish several problems to be faced and possible solu
tions to them when using a CBR approach to model innovative design: 

1. What knowledge to store as previous design cases. In our research, 
we intend to use the collections of physical and design knowledge 
which are contained in TIPS. 

2. Modeling the various types of conceptual design and physical 
knowledge in a uniform way. This problem might be tackled by 
using YMIR. 

3. Effective case retrieval by defining suitable indices. To solve this 
problem, the lists of both general physical functions and specific 
technica! functions, as already present in TIPS, can be used. 

4. Adaptation of a selected case to a new situation. In this project, 
adaptation is currently left to future research. 

For more details on TIPS, we refer to (Sushkov, Mars & Wognum 
[1995]). 

3.5 Forms of abstraction in YMIR 

This two-year project is a postdoc project financed by SION and started 
injanuary 1994. The goal of this project is to de fine abstraction operators 
to enable translation of design descriptions between abstraction layers 
as defined in YMR. In addition, views are modeled to allow selections 
of parts of design descriptions. 

One of the objectives of this project is to extend the reasoning 
techniques developed in the Stevin project to reason with YMIR-based 
knowledge. These techniques enable automated abstraction transitions. 
In addition, techniques are developed to select views from a design de
scription. These techniques will in future provide support by presenting 
product information to members of a multi-disciplinary design team. 

Totest the feasibility ofthe approach taken in this project, the domain 
of the Cruquius project will be used as a test bed. 
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3.6 The Cruquius project 

The goal of this project is totest YMIR with real product knowledge. The 
product to be modeled is an oil compressor (van Raalte [1993]). The 
knowledge will be used to test different contiguration strategies. The 
questions to be answered by this project are; 

• Is YMIR suited to model a real product? 

• How suited is YMIR to model a real product? 

• What part of the knowledge can not (yet) be modeled with YMIR? 

• Can we model a contiguration task for a real product? 

Currently, a shell is being developed to support the representa
tion of and reasoning with the product knowledge. Students of the 
School of Polytechnics in Enschede have supported part of this work 
(Bom&Bouma [1994]). 

After finishing the shell, we will develop the compressor knowledge 
base in cooperation with Delaval Stork in Hengelo. At that time, we 
will be able to answer the questions raised above. In addition, several 
other examples will be worked out. 

3.7 ConcERT 

The Stevin project participates in the research program ConcERT (Con
current Engineering Research Twente), a joint program of the School 
of Management Studies, Civil Engineering and Management, and the 
Department of Computer Science. The goal of the program is to develop 
a methad for supporting organizations in adopting, implementing and 
developing techniques, both from organizational and computer science, 
for Concurrent Engineering. The research is currently performed by 
undergraduate students from both departments. Their research consists 
of case studies of R&D processes in several industrial organizations. 
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1. INTRODUCDON: ENDS AND MEANS 

Design Knowledge Systems (D.K.S.) is a multidisciplinary group of 
researchers whose objective is to improve design methods and 
theory through joint investigations in design cognition and 
computation. The group was founded in 1985. 

D.K.S. research aims: 

l .Develop design knowledge through scientific research. 
2.Improve design methods applied by professionals through the 

development of design knowledge. 

D.K.S. research programs: 

l.Studies doeurnenting the design process and analyzing the 
conceptual framework and cognitive structures that constrain it. 
These camprise a program of empirica! historica! investigations 
under the name A rc:hitectural Donwin Documenta/ion and A nalysis 
(A .D.D.A.). 

2. Reconstruction of models and methods in use by practitioners 
into a computational theory of design cognition. Development of 
normative knowledge-based, computer-based intelligent design 
systems; a program under the name A rtificial Intelligence jor the 
IntelligentArchitect (A ./.!.A.). 

Why this dual approach? 

l.Understanding Domain Design Knowledge, expressed in terms 
of design principles and design precedents, is a prerequisite to the 
development of efficient and effective computer-based design 
methods. 

2. Reciprocally, the development of computational design 
methods leads to better understanding, to more explicit and 
transparent design thinking. Both developments increase the control 
over the mental production of design, making it more reliable and 
robust. 
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The two research directions, (1) don1ain the01y and (2) 
computational systems, are considered as closely interdependent and 
complementary and are pursued by the group in parallel. 

The research draws from: 

1. Design The01y and Design Methodology 
2. Cognitive Science 
3. A 11ijicial Intelligence cmd Infonnatics 
4. Design Hist01y 

The research focuses on the following aspectsof design: 

1. Morphology of an artifact; the stmcture of a design solution 
2. Operation of an artifact; the behaviour contained in the 

salution when used 
3. Pe1jonnance of an artifact; the function of a design solution 

in respect to accepted programmatic norms 

The orientation of the research group towards computational theory 
of design and the view of the machine as a simulator of intelligent 
design thinking can offer insights about design creation, problem 
solving and the production of felicitous artifacts. The approach may 
also shed some light on broader questions of creative cognition. 

To meet these multiple goals the group brings together a number of 
prominent specialists who advise on specific research areas. 

The research leads to: 

1. Scientific theories and support documentation offering 
rigarous explanations of design intelligence, expanding 
frontiers in the understanding of design thinking and the 
opening of new perspectives in design practice. 
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2. Design methods resulting in better control of the design 
process. From the social contribution point of view these 
methods implemented in new thinking routines or in new 
computer programs lead to improvements in: 
- efficiency 
- effecti veness 
- reliability 
- reflective creativity and value learning 

2. ARCHITECilJRAL DOMAlN DOCUMENT A TION 
AND ANALYSIS (A.D.D.A.) 

The domain studies of the group investigate the 
knowledge-principles categories, rules, precedents, types of 
problems and heuristics-applied in design practice. Research 
activities are divided into: 

1. Case studies of prototypical c/wmcter to identify: 

l.Conceptual frameworks; the product typologies and conventions 
accumulated through history inside design belief systems, theory and 
methodology (canons of spatial composition, product program 
stereotypes, design routines), through which intelligent designing is 
exercised. 

2.Cognitive constraints; the structures and properties of the mind 
through which design artifacts are recognised, compared, classified, 
memorized, conceived and evaluated. These include typologies of 
artifacts, spatial arrangements, and shape preferenee rule systems. 

2. A rcltitectural A re/Jives 

The group has been focusing on the creation of architectural 
archives the systematic cataloguing and publication of archives of 
conceptual design drawings, recording the creative thinking on a 
project. The project is carried out in collaboration with Garland 
Publishing, New York and major museum archives. 
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3. ARTIFICIAL INTELUGENCE FOR TIIE INTELLIGENT 
ARCHITEer (A.LI.A.) 

The A.I.I.A. projects concentrate on the development of the 
IntelligentArchitect (I. A.), an automated system for the production 
of new design solutions which satisfy programmatic requirements 
using previously acquired donwin know led ge. 

The A.I.I.A. group is involved in studying the following problems: 

1. How are cognitive eenstraining structures applied in design 
inference? 

2. How do design knowledge, conceptual structures and 
precedents control the design process? 

3. How does reasoning interrelating aspects of form, operation, 
and performance take place in creative design? 

AHA research is subdivided into projects as the needs of specialized 
investigation demand: 

1. Plan Representation, Recognition anti Typology 
Development of methods to recognize and classify, pre
parametrie artifact representations, spatial diagrams, sketches, 
and technica!, production drawings. 

2. Principles and Preeedenis : Design Tltesmmts 
Analysis and starage of precedent plans in a Design 
Thescntrus, an organized intelligent memory whose structure 
reflects architectmal knowledge constraints. Identification of 
design principles capturing large numbers of design rules, 
generalizing and erganizing expe-rience drawn from 
precedents conceming form/operation/perfor-mance relations. 

3. Programmatic Analysis 
Development of methods to parse, analyze and structure 
normative statements from verbal discourses. Recasting 
values of such discourses into explicit design product 
programmatic constraints. 
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4. Analogy and Creativity: ABCD 
Analogy and roetaphor as mechanisms of inference, are 
characteristic of learning and most intelligent creative 
thinking. Projects in this area contribute to the development 
of an analogical design inference system for Automation 
Based Creative Design (ABCD) using constraints of form -
operation - performance. 

5. Community and tlze Mind 
Development of multi-agent, cooperative, distributed design 
systems employing all the above (1-4) methods. Such agents 
are either professional specialists who collaborate in the 
design process or users who also play a participatory role in 
decision making of the product. 

4. COMPLETED PROJECTS 

Dr. P. Scriver has stuclied the thinking processes that helped 
produce the distinctive architecture and settiement planning of 
British India in the 19th century. The work offers insights on the 
rationalization and institutionalization of design thinking, and the 
rele of socially constructed conceptual systems in such processes. 
The project is undertaken with the collaboration of Prof. A.D. King 
and Prof. B.V. Doshi. 

Dr. Li Yu has examined the rele of Number in the representation of 
building design knowledge. His research investigates two culturally 
distinct systems for the prescription and categorization of 
architecture, employing theories of number: a traditional Chinese 
system employed in the classic Chinese house-builder's manual, 
Zhai Pu Zhi Yoa (1741); and the system developed for universa! use 
by contemporary architectmal professionals, Le Corbusier's Le 
Modulor. The study is carried out in collaboration with Dr. K. 
Ruiten beek. 

Dr. ir. M. van Leusen (1994) has developed an automated design 
support system for the design of residential buildings. The system 
provides information interrelating spatial form types with 
operational and performance requirements. The project was 
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undertaken in collaboration with Prof. K. Rijnboutt and Dr. Ph. 
Steadman. 

The development of a system for classifying and analyzing building 
sites, taking into consideration multiple points of view and cultural 
belief systems, was the topic of the doctoral research of Dr. 
Xiaodong Li. His study compares an archaic with a contemporary 
case; a traditional Chinese theory of architecture from a 15th 
century text, X ian Puo Ji, and the theories of Kevin Lynch. The 
project Was undertaken in collaboration with Prof. Schmid and Dr. 
Ruitenbeek 

Dr. A. Zandi-Nia (1992) has developed TOPGENE, a computer
based system for generating pre-parametrie spatial arrangements of 
buildings. The system employs deep models of expertise which can 
(I) genera te (2) eva! u a te (3) analyze and ( 4) give diagnosis of 
malfunction with respect to multiple social performance norms. The 
system uses Q-analysis to organi-se circulation eperation data, an 
iterative bottorn-up approach in conjunc-tion with hill-climbing and 
heuristic techniques, to arrive at a design. The research included 
analysis of the computational complexity of architectural design, the 
role of domain heuristics reducing such complexity and means for 
diagnosing the structural complexity of systems having a topological 
property representable as a graph, as is the case of designing 
buildings in relation to social performance norms. A new theorem 
for keeping track of distances in incrementally growing graphs was 
developed. The study also produced topological indices useful for 
quick diagnosis of alternative design solutions. 

A framewerk for automated recognition of metric properties of 
architectural plans has been developed by Dr. A. Koulamanis 
(1990). Recognition includes identification of spatial primitives, 
grouping of primitives/subdivision of the plan and investigation of 
well-formedness. Image understanding and well-formedness 
concepts employed derived from the classical canon domain study. 
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Under a contract from the Rijksgebouwen Dienst of the Ministry of 
Housing and Planning .IS. de Boer and V. Mitossi prepared a 
typological study of morphological aspects of buildings related to 
performance criteria of flexibility and multifunctionality. 

The identification of the conceptual system contained in the early 
arabic discourse on architecture was the topic of investigation of Dr. 
B. AI-Abed (1992). The research also involved an extensive 
documentation of Arabic texts on architecture from the early 
Jahiliyya (pre-Islamic) period to the 18th century when foreign 
influences begin to be evident in the arabic culture. Prof. I.R.T.M. 
Peters collaborated in the study. 

Methods and techniques for the management of the urban 
environment by means of CAD systems was the research topic of 
Ronalti Stenvert. The project was undertaken mainly in the 
University of Utrecht with Prof. dr. J. van der Berg. 

In collaboration with 1 White, A. Tzonis edited a special issue of 
Construction A ulomation (1 993) and a hook, A ufomation Based 
Creative Design (1993), devoted to this topic. 

Nan Fangin his A rchitectural Precedent Analysis (1993) developed 
a computational methodological framework for the use of 
precedents. The research drew from the analysis of a case-study of 
urban renewal in the ancient residential quarter of Beijing was 
carried out by the prominent Chinese architect and planner Prof. L. 
Wu, whose work relied heavily on the use of traditional precedents. 

M. W. Lutlema has worked on developing a framework for an expert 
system for identifying buildings fitting new programmatic demands 
on operation and performance out of a large stock of unused 
buildings in the possession of the RUksgebouwen Dienst. of the 
Dutch Govemment. 

C.l Baljon (1993) developed a method to analyze conceptual 
systems contained in architectmal discourses. He used texts by 
Ruskin, Sempter, and Viollet-le-Duc as cases. The project was 
undertaken in collaboration with Prof. D. van Zanten. 
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A computer-based system for urban design, GLOBAL, which 
identifies zones of land use on given sites using reasoning from first 
principles and eenstraint propagation, was developed by N. Harkes 
(1993). 

The problem of architectmal inference by analogy to precedent 
cases has been stuclied initially by E Offermans and subsequently 
by M. Co/zen, focusing on the case of the Unité d'Habitation of Le 
Corbusier. The project was continued by D. Giannisis who 
employed hyper-media techniques to represent the precedent-based 
dynamic creative design process (1993). 

l W. Croon used DELPH 2, an expert system shell developed by 
TU Delft, to investigate forma! operational relations in dimensioning 
steel construction elements in buildings. 

5. ONGOING PROJECfS 

R. 11an der Bijl is researching the argumentation structure of the 
problem of security of buildings. The study aims at developing a 
design support system providing designers or managers of projects 
with advice about theft and vandalism. 

The partially published writings of S. Stevin on architecture are 
stuclied by H. de Mare. The research explores the knowledge 
structures underlying these texts and drawings to reveal the role of 
belief systems in giving shape to Stevin's theories. The project is 
undertaken in collaboration with Prof. W. Frijhoff. 

M. W. Ludema works on the development of a framewerk for an 
expert system for resource allocation in Ministry of Defense 
buildings. The knowledge based system will provide support for 
decisions in choosing and acquiring construction materials 
consiclering their total life costs and not only their price at the 
moment of acquisition. The project is undertaken in collaboration 
with Prof. H. B. Roos. 
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The heuristic role of sketch drawing in the design process and its 
representation conventions is being researched by J.S. de Boer. 

V. Mitossi is working on industrialised housing in the Netherlands 
between 1940-1965 as a case study towards the development of an 
automated knowledge base of buildings, analyzing and integrating 
data concerning architectmal plans, construction, space us, of space 
and industrialisation. The project is undertaken in collaboration with 
Prof. H. Priemus. 

Hoang-E/1 Jeng is working on developing a dialogical computational 
model for the participatory design process. The work employs 
recently developed theories in cognitive science (discourse analysis 
of multiple communication), social psychology (dialogical self), 
artificial intelligence (multi-agent problem solving) and design 
methodology (negotiation design process). 

ir. M. A. Noordzij is exploring recent developments in genetic 
algorithms. He aims to introduce these into the larger framework of 
a multi-criteria negotiation model. 

The design discoveries by the French engineer Jean Prouvé and the 
role of prototypes in it is the study undertaken by Jean-Mtuc Weil/. 
The topic was chosen to provide material towards the development 
of a more general theory of problem solving in pre-parametrie 
design of construction elements and the development of a computer
based knowledge system to support it. 

The research of D. Bi/ot/eau examines the definition and 
organization of knowledge in 18th century French instructional 
hooks on architecture (1671-1793). Principle themes are the 
institutionalization of architectmal education, and the recognition of 
architecture as an autonorneus domain of knowledge. 

Luca Molinari is studying the role of belief-systems and precedent 
knowledge in design innovation, in the work of the post-war Italian 
architect, Ernesto Rogers. This cognitive historica! Case study 
involves in-depth research in the archives of the firm. 
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Jolm Heintz is developing a multi-agent model for the analysis and 
documentation of the design decision making process. The model 
wiJl analyse the roles played by the dient, the architect, regulating 
authorities, consultant engineers, quantity surveyars and other 
similar agents contributing to the architectmal design process. 
Analysis will identify the factors contributing to the efficiency of 
the process and generate a framework for concurrent architectural 
practice. The model will also allow for comparative studies to be 
made of architectural practices in distinct working environments. 
Peter Donker wiJl apply this model to an actual case, using the 
drawings, corrispondence and other records of a project to create an 
objective picture of a specific instanee of design process. 

6. CONFERENCES ORGANIZED BY DKS GROUP 

In December of this past year, the group, in collaboration with prof. 
Jan Wltite of Cambridge University, organized a conference entitled 
Preeedenis in Creative Design. Critica! topics discussed at the 
conference included: the role of precedent in design, where 
precedents come from, applying precedents to new design problems, 
the use of precedent in other fields, and historica! examples of the 
role of precedent. Speakers included: S. Anderson (M.l.T}, J. Lee 
(Edinburgh), P. Boudon (L'AREA}, W. Bohm (Kaiserslautern}, S. 
Los (I.U.A.V.), R. Oxman (Technion & T.D.E.), and L. K. Atberts 
(T.U.E.). Sectiens on: Typology and Design, Computation and 
Precedent, Ristory and Theory. Round Table (chaired by prof. S. J. 
Doorman): A Critica! Examination. 

In 1992 our research group was asked to organize, in collaboration 
with prof. dr. H. K oppelaur, an international conference on the 
occasion of the 150th birthday of the Delft University of 
Technology and the meeting of the Association of Collegiate 
Schools of Architecture (A.C.S.A.) of America in Europe (May 15, 
1992). The theme chosen was Automation Based Creative Design 
Education (A.B.C.D.E.). Issues discussed: innovative use of 
computers in architecture, cognitive foundations, domain 
applications, new directions, and technological, social and moral 
implications. Speakers included: G. Stiny (U.C.L.A}, W. J. Mitchell 
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(M.I.T.), D. Schodek (Harvard), D. Schon (MJ.T.), W. Oechslin 
(E.T.H.), I. White (Cambridge), G. Schmitt (E.T.H.), S. Pollalis 
(Harvard), J. P. Protzen (U.C. Berkeley), M. Benedikt (U. Texas), 
R. Aroca (Madrid Polytechnic), R. Oxman (Technion), Ph. Boudon 
(Paris), L. Krol!, P. Quintrand (E.A. Marseille), Th. Chastain 
(M.I.T.), C. Boyer (Princeton). Sections on: Design Conception and 
Reasoning Information Support Systems on Technology, Visual
Spatial lnformation Systems. Round Table (chaired by prof. S. J. 
Doorman): Design, Computers, Morality. 

7. Conclusions 

The work of the group, while being deeply theoretica! and 
computational in outlook, remains devoted to the notion that 
practicing architects can improve both the quality of their products 
and the efficiency of their practices through an intelligent, rational 
and reflective approach to the design process. 
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1 Project 1 

Title: 
Computational methods for project design and design management 
Computer methoden voor project-ontwerpen en ontwerp-manage
ment 

Proj ectleaders: 
P.P.van Loon en C. Krebbers 

Participating researchers: 
E.Berkhout, R. de Graaf, B.Deeleman 

Cooperations: 
Vakgroep BouwmanagementN astgoedbeheer 
(prof. drs.ir. B. Menheere, prof ir. H. de Jonge) 
Faculteit der Luchtvaart & Ruimtevaart Techniek 
(prof. dr. ir. B. Mulder) 
TNO-Bouw, sectie Technische Informatica 
(ir. P.Kuiper) 
TNO-Bouw, sectie Bouwproces-Informatie 
(ir. M.Groosman) 
VCA-Instituut voor Bouwinformatica 
(ir. T. van Hoorn) 
Harvard School of Architecture 
(Prof. dr.ir.S.Polalis) 

1.1 Objectives: 
In this research project we shall defend the view that in architec

ture, building and urban development the present methodological 
( computational) premise of design is unsuitable for the present ge
nera! occurrence of decentralised project design in these fields. We 
shall demonstrate that this premise is unfeasible as it does not in
clude the following three essential characteristics of decentralised 
design: 
- Decentralised design is based on parallel positions of authori
ty.Parallel positions of authority are a special feature of decentrali
sed design. Hierarchical design, however, is characterised by supe-
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rior and subordinate positions of authority. In decentralised design 
the team members (both professionals and non-professionals) are 
equal partners, each with their own goals and means of achieving 
them. 
- Decentralised design is based on individual decision areas. In 
decentralised design each member of the team is responsible for 
decision-making in his own particular area. 
- Decentralised design is based on negotiation. Decentralised design 
involves a special form of negotiation . This in contrast to hierarchi
cal design in which instructions are issued. 

In this research project we shall develop a new methodologi
cal(computational) premise for project design which incorporates the 
three above features. In addition, we shall demonstrate that many of 
the existing design methods function effectively in design teams 
using this new premise. 

1.2 Background and approach: 
One of the most radical changes which has taken place in the 

fields of architecture, building and urban development over the past 
few decades has undoubtedly been the shift from hierarchic to de
centralised design. Some 25 years ago, the design process in these 
fields was almost always headed by one, or perhaps several, profes
sional designers. While these were usually architects, they were 
sametimes building design engineers or, in the case of large-scale 
projects, urban and landscape designers. 

Today, however, a comprehensive design team consisting of all 
the parties involved in the preparatory work is responsible for the 
design process. In ether words, parties other than professional desig
ners now also have a direct influence on the design. 

In recent years the new participants have acquired their own 
responsibility for a particular aspect of the design: the structural 
engineer for stability, the building services engineer for the installa
tien systems, the building materials manufacturer for the building 
materials used, the casting expert for the prices, the traffic engineer 
for infrastructure, the urban planner for the allocation of land, the 
building contractor for the construction work, the investor for fun
ding, official bodies for standards and technical specifications and 
the user for the functional requirements. It is clear that professional 
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designers have less influence than was formerly the case, the other 
participants often allowing them only to design the form and plan of 
the building and the site. 

During a cooperative process within a design team, all parties put 
forward their ideas, alternatives and combinations of alternative 
solutions are discussed and evaluated and the best possible solution 
selected. Team design in architecture, building and urban develop
ment has come to be what is known in politica! and management 
science as a multi-actor' or 'multi-party' negotiation an·d decisi-

k. ~ 
on-ma mg process. 

2 Project 2 

Title: 
Computational methods for design, decision and modeHing 
Computer methoden voor ontwerpen, beslissen en modelleren 

Proj ectleader: 
A. Tzonis en P.P. van Loon 

Participating researchers: 
R.Noordzij, S.Inanc, A. Angulo, A. Bridges 

Cooperations: 
Faculteit Wiskunde en Technische Informatica 
Association for Education in Computer Aided Architectmal Design 
in Europe (ECAADE) 
University of Strathclyde (Scotland) 

2.1 Objectives: 
In this research project we shall outline the framework within 

which we are to reflect upon computational design methods, using 
basic concepts and definitions. This framework serves first and 
foremost as a simple way of representing and modelling design. It 
should also enable the methodological characteristics of design to be 
set out in a way that allows evaluation of the suitability of existing 
design methods (and individual aspects of those methods) for use in 
the design process. Finally, it should be possible to incorporate past 
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experience into the framework, and to generalise and summarise it 
so that it can benefit the further development of design. 

We shall include in the computational design framework both the 
individual decision-making process and the group decision-making 
process. 
Classic decision-making theory aften assumes that both processes 
are structured in the same way. If one assumes that a group of de
cision-makers within an organisation is in fact a hierarchy of indi
viduals, their decision-making process can be defined as a logica! 
series of individual decisions. The decision made by each individual 
must always fit in with the decision of the individual who is above 
him in the hierarchy. Since each individual makes consistent deci
sions, the group also decides consistently, as if it were one fully 
informed, rational individual. 

This classic theory takes little account of the processing of diffe
rences of apinion and conflicting goals, to power imbalances and 
Jack of information and rationality. These issues certainly come into 
play in design processes invalving several individuals and organisa
tions. We shall therefore use decision-making roodels which incor
porate differences of apinion and power imbalances, and which cope 
with insufficient information. These roodels occur mainly in politica! 
science (the study of, among other things, decision-making in re
presentative bodies, such as parliament and local councils) and 
negotiation theory. 

2.2 Background and approach: 
A large number of innovations in design methods were introduced 

during the last 25 years. They began at the end of the 1960s with 
what was known at the time as 'systematic design'. The design ac
tivity was divided into a logica! step-by-step procedure, with each 
step being given rationat consideration. The designer had to work 
only with the information which was 'known'. Separate systematic 
methods were developed for each step (Foque, 1975, p.118; Jon es, 
1970; Alexander, 1964 ). 

This was directly foliowed by a second wave of new methods 
known as the 'interdisciplinary' approach. In the interdisciplinary 
approach tasks were also split up, but now among those involved in 
the design. This took place under the pressure of growing speciali-
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sation in knowledge and skills. The split took place along the lines 
of the various disciplines cooperating in the design team. Even then, 
cooperation was an important precondition for tackling difficult and 
complex commissions. The new methods were directed at improving 
this interdisciplinary communication. (Foque, 1975, p.61; Jones, 
1970). 

Around 1975, a third wave of innovations occurred which related 
to 'project design'. This wave was influenced by the new views on 
management and teamwork prevailing at the time, particularly those 
relating to ad hoc cooperation and non-hierarchic working relations 
among specialists. New design methods tailored to the unique nature 
of each design commission were developed. A new design team had 
to be brought together for each project and each team had to follow 
a design method for that specific project.(Mintzberg, 1979; Bennett, 
1991; Wijnen et al. 1984). 

The last innovations took place towards the end of the 1980s with 
the emergence of computer aided design (CAD). This fourth wave 
of innovations is still in full swing. The micro computer and the 
personal computer have made it possible to use two and three di
mensional drawing techniques for the purposes of cooperation and 
communication within a design team. CAD techniques still have a 
great deal of potential in the field of the methodical impravement of 
design, particularly as regards rnanaging the complexity of design 
projects (Bijl, 1989; McCullough et al., 1990; Pipes et al. 1985). 

These new methods regularly come in for criticism both from the 
professional designers and from the other participants in design 
teams, particularly the non-professionals such as users, principals 
and politicians. The main criticism was mainly of the technoeratic 
and rationat design that went with the new methods. Even those 
whose specific tflsk it was to introduce the new design methods 
were critica!; the new methods were too rigid and often too com
plicated to lend themselves to teamwork. 
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3 Project 3 

Title: 
Computational methods for building design, architectural design and 
land use planning 
Computer methoden voor bouwkundig ontwerpen, architectonisch 
ontwerpen en stedebouwkundige planning 

Proj ectleaders: 
A. Koutamanis en P.P. van Loon 

Participating researchers: 
S. Micheels, E. Wilms 

Cooperations: 
Vakgroep Architectuur 
Vakgroep Stedebouwkunde 
Faculteit der Civiele Techniek 
Faculteit Industrieel Ontwerpen 

3.1 Objectives: 
We shall deal in this research project with the computational 

design methods for building, architecture and urban development 
from the individual points of view of all the parties involved in the 
process: principals, investors, owners, experts, officials, builders, 
users and residents. This is possible only if one assumes that the 
parties involved have their own standpoints in the form of a collee
tien of definable goals, that they will endeavour to achieve those 
goals and that they will adjust their actions and decisions during the 
design process to serve those goals. 

From the individual point of view the design process takes place 
between all the individuals involved and it can therefore he descri
bed as an inter-individual process. However, as individuals are 
usually part of an organisation (the body commissioning the project, 
the design firm, the structural engineering firm, the owners of a 
building, the users' organisation etc.) and as they usually participate 
in the design process in that capaci ty, it is more accurate to speak 
of an interorganisational process. 
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3.2 Background and approach: 
Assessment from an individual point of view is uncommon in the 

field of design methods. Design is usually assessed only from the 
point of view of the official principal. The question of how the 
design process is to be conducted and how the team is to achieve 
the principal's goals is examined. 
The underlying assumption is that the team is made up solely of 
experts, each of whom is capable of executing his particular part of 
the design process in harmony with the others. This assumed har
mony is possible because consensus is expected on how the design 
commission is to be carried out. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 
design process will proceed according to a specified schedule and 
allocation of tasks which have been derived from the commission. 
The views of the user, as the third important party involved, wil! be 
considered only when the design is ready and has been approved by 
the principal. At that stage they can do no more than accept or 
reject the design. 

This view of the design process reflects a hierarchical 'linear' 
structure with respect to the cooperation between principals, desig
ners and users. 

However, from the individual points of view, cooperation in a 
design process does not take place in a hierarchical structure but in 
a flat 'matrix' structure. This is based on the idea that it is not only 
the experts who are responsible for the design, but that all the par
ties involved contribute. Thus, principals, professional designers and 
users together form the design team, all pursuing different and often 
conflicting goals. Naturally, these individuals can operate in 
sub-groups within the process: e.g. users' interest groups, experts 
from a particular department, a consortium of investors etc. All this 
means is that a number of individuals have grouped their goals to 
form one set of common goals and that they will attempt to achieve 
these goals as a group. 

Discussion of the individual point of view wil! be based on 
'methodological individualism', which is a concept in economics 
and, more specifically, in the economie theory of politica! decisi
on-making (Van Den Doel, 1978). The view that a group of people 
working together form one independent entity is replaced by the 
view of the group as a collection of individual sub-groups producing 
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sarnething for another collection of individual sub-groups, who may 
or may not be working together. 

In methodological individualism it is out of the question thatthe 
group which produces sarnething tagether has its own responsibility 
for taking decisions for others, but rather individuals and sub-groups 
of individuals werking together have special authority which enables 
them to take decisions for others and renders them accountable (Van 
Den Doel, 1978, p.20-21). 

Methodological individualism is becoming increasingly relevant 
to team design. The growing complexity of design commissions has 
made it impossible for professional designers to decide alone what 
is relevant to achieving the (individual) goals of all the parties in
volved. 

We should say at this stage that the individual approach cannot 
be applied to all design teams. The view of the various conflicting 
interests is Jess relevant to teams designing products for individual 
consumption the use of which wiJl have no effect on non-users and 
which therefore do not have to be taken into account in the design 
process. However, if a team is designing a public utility (with one 
or more user and affecting non-users too) then, as we wish to de
monstrate in this research project, the idea of individual interests 
provides a great deal of insight into the design process in general 
and into the fields of architecture, building and urban development 
in particular. 

Alexander Koutamanis (koutamanis@bk.tudelft.nl) 
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Psychology and design research 

Rona/d Hamel 
(Faculty of Psychology, University of Amsterdam) 

A brief account is unavoidably superficial in one way or another. I will try to 
describe adequately the questions my research addresses, the imponance of 
these questions, the data I gathered in order to find answers, the conclusions 
drawn, and the references. As a consequence, I will not mention many details, 
although these are important to understand the design of the experiments, the 
analysis of the data, and the conclusions that are drawn. 

A model of the design process 

Psychology regards designing as a distinct category of cognitive behavior 
(Simon, 1973). It is only rather recently that the differences between design 
problems and other kinds of problems have been outlined (Goel & Pirolli, 
1989). Design problems have a number of features that are not shared by other 
problems. One of the most important is that design problems need extensive 
structuring. In order to structure a problem one has to gather and use 
information. This information sterns from various sources. My first 
involvement in design research consisred of studying the intake and processing 
of information during the design process (Hamel, 1982). Soon, however, it 
became evident that I needed an empirically based description of the design 
process to be able to study the u se of in formation by architects. 

At that time many models of the design process were proposed (for 
example, Broadbent, 1973; Foz, 1972; Jones, 1970; Lawson, 1980; Wade, 
1977; Zeisel, 1981), but these were meant as normative roodels descrihing how 
the design process should look like. No descriptive theory or model was 
available that was tested against empirica! data. In my apinion the normative 
models contained valuable notions about the structure of the design process, its 
components, and the relations between these. I set out to study the design 
process of architects. The task analysis for my model was based upon the 
literature, the curicula in architectmal design in the Netherlands, the description 
of the process by the Organization of Dutch Architects, and 15 structured 
interviews with practising architects. The model also incorporates the outcome 
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of a psychological analysis of the possibilities and the boundaries of the hu man 
cognitive system pertaining to the task of designing. 

Designing is regarded as a kind of problem sol ving. Problem solving is 
the execution of cognitive actions upon information. This information has to be 
active in memory, in other words, the spotlight of attention has to be cast on it. 
On the one hand, the information may concern the problem itself and the state it 
is in. Th is is information about 'what', it is called declarative information. On 
the other hand, the information regards the regulation of the design process. 
This is in formation about 'how', it is called procedural information. My 
research firstly concentrated on the design process, its components and how 
these are related toeach other. Thus, the model describes the cognitive activities 
of experienced architects during designing. It was tested against data of 15 
architects gathered during designing. They all worked on the same assignment. 
Totest the model the data had to reflect the information that was attended to 
during problem sol ving. Therefore, the subjects were instructed to design while 
verbalizing everything they thought and did. The verbal protoeels were 
analyzed tagether with other data like notes taken, sketches made, and a record 
of observed activities. After the analysis of the data it was concluded that the 
model is an adequate description of the design process with regard to its 
components as well as to the relationships between them. It consists of three 
domain specific components: analysis, synthesis, and moulding. Each of these 
has three domain independent components: orientation, execution, and 
evaluation (Hamel, 1990; Hamel, 1994 ). The model describes the design 
process, but it does not re present the development of the information about the 
design problem during the process. The next project to describe is aimed at the 
srudy of precisely this development. 

The project was initiated at the Faculty of Philosophy and Social Sciences 
of the Technological University of Eindhoven with the collaboration of Willem 
A. T. Meuwese. It was fmther conducted at the Department of Psychonomics 
of the Faculty of Psychology of the University of Amsterdam in collaboration 
with Jan J. Elshout. Jan J. Elshout is professor of psychology, his background 
is cognitive psychology and psychology of intelligence and expertise. Ronald 
Hamel is assistant professor of psychology, and has a background in cognitive 
psychology and environmental psychology. Willem A. T. Meuwese is emeritus 
professor of psychology, and his background is cognitive and educational 
psychology. 
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Problem solving consistsof both understanding and search 

In everyday language, the knowledge about a problem one is trying to solve is: 
everything one is able to tell about the state the problem is in. The knowledge 
one can verbalize about a problem reflects how well one understands the 
problem. Since the knowledge about a design problem develops during 
designing, the study of the descriptive infonnation that is active during 
designing should have a double goal: fiistly it has to account for the 
development of knowledge during problem solving and secondly, it has to 
account for the interaction of the development of knowledge with the cognitive 
activities that constitute the process. The task of designing involves the 
manipulation of a vast amount of knowledge. This knowledge sterns both from 
memory and from extemal sources. To study the development of knowledge 
during designing may turn out to be very difficult, because one has to account 
for prior knowledge. And of course, designers differ regarding their prior 
knowledge. Therefore, it was decided to frrstly make an attempt at the study of 
the development of knowledge during problem solving with a task for which 
every subjeet's prior knowledge is the same. This taskis a puzzle that is novel 
to the subjects, therefore at the outset they all operate at chance level. 

The puzzle is presenred on a computer. lts salution can only be attained 
by one sequence of moves. The moves are constrained: a move is only possible 
if a set of criteria is met. These criteria are represented in the pattem the subject 
sees on the screen. The subject has to learn to discriminare between pattems that 
fulfil the criteria and pattems that do not. The difficulty of the task resides in the 
face that it can only be learned by trying moves. Unfortunately, if a try 
succeeds, the pattem changes. This makes learning very difficult. Subjects 
typically need hundreds of attempted moves before they reach the solution. We 
gathered two kinds of data. Firstly, a record was kept by the computer of every 
attempted move, rogether with its outcome, the state of the puzzle, and the time 
per attempt. Secondly, our subjects worked on the puzzle thinking aloud. The 
verbal protocols are data reflecting the inforrnation the subjects' attention was 
focused on. 

Looking at the move records, one gets a strong impression of a long 
period of muddling on in which no progress seems to be made followed by a 
short and rapid rush towards the solution. It seems as if nothing happens until 
some insight makes the salution possible. However, when the verbal protocols 
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are analyzed tagether with the move records, we see a gradual development of 
knowledge about the puzzle throughout the whole process. Simple constraints 
are verbalired befere the more complex and underspecified knowledge precedes 
fully specified knowledge, but on the other hand, misconceptions are not 
abandoned altogether. The move making process itself also develops during 
werking on the puzzle. The study (Hamel, 1994 October; Hamel, Elshout, Frie, 
& Jaarsveld, in preparation) clearly showed that the processof problem solving 
consists of two cooperating processes, search and understanding. Tentative 
search (move attempts) leads to a better understanding (knowledge about the 
puzzle), while at the sametime a better understanding leadstobetter search. The 
relevanee to design research is clear. Designers often express as an observation 
from their own daily practice that an assignment or a design problem is only 
fully understood once a design is produced. From this it can be inferred that 
designers too develop knowledge about a problem during the design process. 
Yet, fora good design a good understanding of the problem is necessary. The 
development of the understanding can be promoted by presenting designers 
with information. This presentation has to be in Iine with both the stage of the 
process and the level of understanding. 

These studies are conducted at the Department of Psychenornies of the 
Faculty of Psychology of the University of Amsterdam in collaboration with 
Jan J. Elshout, and also with the assistance of the students: Liesbeth Bakker, 
Lonneke Frie, Sask:ia Jaarsveld en Natascha Weitenberg. 

The taskof the construction planner 

I am involved in a research project of the Faculty of Architecture of the 
Technological University of Eindhoven that aims at the development and testing 
of a process model of the planning process of the construction planner. I 
collaborate with Ger Maas who is the supervisor of the project, and with Eric 
Vastert. The PhD student who is conducting the research is William Stockings. 
To me this project offers the opportunity to test the descriptive model of the 
architectmal design process in a different domain of design: construction 
planning. 

Ger Maas is professor of architecture, his background lies in construction 
and construction planning. Eric W. Vastert is assistant professor of architecture, 
and has a background in construction and construction planning. 
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Sketching in the design process of industrial designers 

What is the role of sketching in the design process? Does sketching enhance the 
quality of solutions? Do abilities of the designer, like general intelligence, visual 
abilities regarding imagery and perception, and creativity, influence the 
usefulness and quality of sketching? Does expertise influence the usefulness 
and quality of sketching? These are questions Ilse Verstijoen tries to answer in 
her PhD project. Jim Hennesey supervises the project, and I collaborate with 
him an with Wim Muller. 

Jim M. Hennessey is professor of industrial design, and is head of the 
IDEA TE Project at the Faculty of lndustrial Design of the Technological 
University of Delft. Wim Muller is assistant professor of industrial design. 

The representation of characteristics ofvisual images 

If a subject is presented with a simple linear pattem, he or she is readily able to 
decide if the pattem has a characteristic like parallelism, continuation, 
symmetry, or one of several kinds of junctions. Are subjects able to make the 
same decisions without the pattem in front of them, on the basis of their 
memories, in other worcts on the basis of mental images? An answer to this 
question is interesting for design research, because it is likely that the 
infonnation which is active during designing is at least partly pictorial, and thus 
partly consisting of mental images. An answer puts us in a better position to 
face the problem of the mental manipulation of images. 

Romke Rouw, a student who is under my supervision, is conducting this 
study under the daily supervision of Stephen Kosslyn at Harvard University. 
Stephen M. Kosslyn is professor of psychology, and has a background in 
mental imagery and cognitive neuroscience. 
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DESIGN MORPHOLOGY GROUP 
Eindhoven U niversity of Technology, Faculty of Building and 
Architecture, Department of Architecture and urban Planning 
P.O. Box 513, 5600MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

Roel Daru, Senior Lecturer, Design Morphology 

OBJECTIVES 

• SCIENTfFIC: better understanding of the generation of built forms, 
their description, evolution, intentional and esthetic expression and 
experience, meaning and use, 

• PRACTICAL: the development of tools for the generation of built 
forms and the heuristics for obtaining them. 

INTERESTS 

• werking more on the side of the production of forms than their 
reception, but with a detïnite interest in both, 

• enhancing an explorative approach but making use of strict research 
methods, without losing sight of the hermeneutic tradition, 

• redirecting efforts onto the pluralistic styles of designing as an 
alternative to pursuing an unifying model of the design process, 

• developping and testing specific simple, focused and if possible 
generic tools adaptable to various design situations and modelling them 
to specific personal werking styles, as an alternative to teehnologically 
'heavy' tools. 

ACTlVITIES 
(development of the field as reflected in the activities of the group) 

• PAST (1 ): fom1 perception (geometrie and arithmetic proportions) 

• PAST (2): form description and (re)presentation 

* Symbolic (morphographic and morphometric 
descriptions), 

* Analogie (sparial and stylistic confom1ations), 

* Iconic (geometrie and genetic descriptions). 

• PRESENT: form reception and generation 

* Reception (analogie fom1 and pattem recognition), 
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* Generion (styles of designing and 2D form 
generation in the sketch design phase, based on the 
symbolic, analogie and icon ie principlesof form 
description and (re)presentation), 

• FUTURE: form generation, reception and logies of prescriptive rules 

* Generation (personality dependant tactics of 
designing and 3D form generation in the sketch 
design phase, also for group processes), 

ISSUES 

* Reception (analogie and iconic fom1 and pattem 
recognition), 

* Logies (non monotonic design thinking: abduction 
and adduction) 

• which as peers of the design process should be supported to stimulate 
effective design of high quality buildings? 

• is designing the same activity accross all domains of designing? 
(architecture, industrial design, mechanica! engineering, graphics, etc.) 

• are design tools developed for one domain transferable to another? 

• are design tools adaptable to the individual personality, heuristics and 
working styles of designers? 

• is canned, pre-packaged design knowledge useful during the early 
phases of the designprocessor rather in other phases (i.e. evaluation)? 

• what is design knowledge? (infom1ation, heuristics, attitudes, 
experience, imagery, etc.) 

• can we develop design tools which inspire designers enough to apply 
them in daily practice? Can certain design tools hamper the creativity of 
the designer? 

• what is so special about using computers in the design process? 

• was Marshall MacLuhan right after all? (the medium is the 
message/massage ), 

• in the past decade, the end-users of buildings has been forgotten in 
favour of the expression of the designers' views translated in bold 
forms, is'nt it time to get them back into focus? 

• how can the designed characteristics be made measurable as a basis 
for objective comparison? 
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STAFF 

• Professor Visual Arts and Architecture: Jean Leering 

• Senior Lecturer Design Morphology: Roei Daru 

• Lecturer Design Morphology: Tom Dubbel man 

• Technica! staff member: Ton de Caluwe 

• PhD candidates and post-graduates (see reearch projects) 

INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION 

Many of the projects named hereafter have been the result of 
interdisciplinary collaboration, combining design background, 
psychological and computational knowledge within and withoutour 
institution, in p<u·ticular with the universities of Delft, Nijmegen and 
Tilburg. Tools have been tested and assessed in practice. 

TYPICAL PhD RESEARCH PROJECTS 
(published by 'Bouwstenen': the scienrific pressof the faculty) 

• Wim Adams, 1991: 'SUPPORTING DECISION MAKING 
PROCESSES, a graphical and interactive analysis of multivariate data' 
(about datagraphics and the perception of proportions; the perception of 
the plastic-number series of Dom van der Laan empirically supported), 

• Anton van Bakel, 1995: 'STYLES OF ARCHlTECTURAL 
DESIGNING' (about identifying and assessing person'tl preferences in 
architectmal werking and product styles for didactica! design 
management), 

• MarrinVeenendaal, 1996: 'DATAGRAPHICAL HEURISTICS' (as a 
logica! follow-up of Wim Adams' research, is about the cognitive 
underpinning of the perceptual and predominantly heuristic aspectsof 
pattem fom1ing and recognition), 

• Philip Snijder, 1998: 'SKETCHER' (about prohing the support of 
conceptualisation by very fast automatic, but constrained sketching and 
exploration of the results by the designer, employing evolutionary 
programming techniques), 

• (P.M.) Piet Venemans, 1997: 'PREVENTlON OF 
DESORIENTATION BY ARCHITECfURAL DESIGN' (about the 
influence of geometrie and topological spatial stmcture for way finding 
and how this knowledge can applied in the design process), 
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TYPICAL POST GRADUATE RESEARCH PROJECTS 
(published by TUE IVO: Institute for Continuing Education) 

• Hugo de Haan, 1992: 'ELECTRONIC SKETCHING IN THE 
DESIGN PROCESS', 

• Phil Winteraeken-Bruls, 1992: 'RAP, GlOS AND ROP IN THE 
HOUSING PROCESSOF THE GOVERNMENTAL BUILDING 
AGENCY', 

• Jianping Li, 1993: 'ROP AND SPA CE, comparison of the building 
layout programs with two case studies in architectural design', 

• Cristian Popescu, 1993: 'THE USABILITY OF ROP TO SUPPORT 
FACILITY SPACE PLANNING', 

• Piet Venemans, 1994: 'ORTENTATJON WITHIN BUILDINGS: 
TOWARDS A DESIGNTOOL', 

• Joost Burger, 1994: 'IMAGE EXPECTATION IN THE INITIAL 
PHASE OF THE BUILDING PROCESS', 
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Responsibility conference, Helsinki 
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The Eindhoven School for Technological Design IVO 

Henk M.GJ. Trum 
Institute for Continuing Education, 

Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

0. INTRODUCTION 
Eight years after starting two-year post-graduate programmes on 
teclmological design1), Eindhoven University of Teclmology (EUT) 
is about to enhance the development of synthesis-oriented 
engineering education by establishing a post-graduate school for 
technological design. The new school will be an interdisciplinary 
cooperation of all eight faculties of EUT, in which the ten two-year 
full-time post-graduate design courses of the Institute for Continuing 
Education IVO will be accommodated with about 350 post-graduate 
students. Over 400 students already eamed their designers' 
certificate. The school will camprise a design research centre where 
fields of knowledge, relevant for technological design, such as 
design philosophy and methodology, design instrumentation and 
design learning and teaching, will be elaborated. The main new task 
of the school will be to stimulate young designers - working on a 
design task in close cooperation with industry - to eam a doctorate 
(Ph.D.) by devising and defending a doctoral design. 

1. DESIGN EDUCATION 
Unlike traditional university progranunes, the design programme 
was originally proposed by the Dutch employers' organisation 
RC02). In 1985 the industrial employers urged the establishment of 
a two-year post-graduate programme in teclmological design in 
high-tech areas3). The employers' major goal was to bring design 
education into regular university engineering programmes. 

In the last decade the industrial, educational and public interest for 
design has grown remarkably. Technological design is considered 
essential for the international market position of The Netherlands. 
The design progranune has to set international standards, as this is 
the level on which Dutch industry has to compete. The design 
school should contribute to attaining and holding the required level. 
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The design progranune at Eindhoven University of Technology 
started in 1986 in the Institute for Continuing Education (IVO
TUE). The emphasis in the design courses is on acquiring and 
practising skills for fmding technological solutions to problems in 
complex high-tech areas. Since designers have to be specialists in 
one of the skilis of their own trade and should also be able to get a 
quick insight into their colleagues' activities, both a high specializa
tion and a braad orientation in technology are needed. The design 
courses incorporate interdisciplinary work in teams, creativity, 
modern design techniques, cast-accounting, manufacturability, 
design methodology, design strategy, quality, managerial skills, 
communication, presentation of ideas, both orally and in writing. 
Basically, a course consists of two parts: one year of lectures and 
practical training, and a secend year on a supervised design task in 
industry. As all courses are principally multi-<iisciplinary, several 
EUT faculties participate in each course, some in cooperation with 
other universities or on an international university-industry level. 
Students are admitted through a highly selective process. Once in 
the programme, they are appointed by the university as assistants-in
training and receive a modest salary. 

The post-graduate programme on technological design camprises 
courses in the following design fields4): 

- Computational Mechanics; 
- Computer-airled Design and Manufacturing of Discrete Products; 
- Architectural Design Management Systems (in preparation); 
- Infonnation and Communication Technology; 
- Logistic Control Systems; 
- Mathernaties for lndustry; 
- Mechatronic Design; 
- Physical Instrumentation; 
- Process and Product Development in the Process Industry; 
- Software Technology. 

2. DESIGN RESEARCH 
The new school will provide the opportunity to stimulate, coordinate 
and perfarm research activities in fields that are considered relevant 
for the further development of the technological design programme. 
The research centre will start up this year with design research in at 
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least three fields: 
- design philosophy and methodology, including ethics; 
- design instrumentation: domain specific and genetic design tools, 

methods, strategies; 
- design learning and teaching: design education, adult education. 
For scientists the centre will function just as research schools in 
other fields. It will also provide the possibility for young graduates 
to eam a doctorate in one of the research fields of the centre. 

The fust research projects of the Design School are: 

• Towards a multi-disciplinary framework for design 
Aimed at inventarization, desctiption and modeling of issues related 
to the provision of a multi-disciplinary framework; identification of 
genetic design methods and rules; of the specifics of the different 
design disciplines. Some aspects of a multi-disciplinary framewerk 
are: multiple design dimensions, based on generic high-level frame
works to partition the design space (as provided by e.g. Domain 
Theory); project management for complex artifacts; simultaneous 
modeling of static and dynarnic system properties; process-otiented 
design. The research concentrates on design methods, and involves 
project management methods, tools and environments. 
Theme: Design Methodology - Faculties: Mathernaties and Comput
ing Science; Architecture, Building and Planning; Philosophy and 
Social Sciences. 

• Design Bistory Information System 
Aim of this project is to develop an integral system for archiving 
and accessing the information, occurring in a design process. A 
structured system will allow easy acquisition and retrieval of vital 
design information. The system, in which the whole design process 
is being archived, can be used for supporting the individual designer 
as well as the design team. Re-use of the design information will 
accelerate the design process and increase the product quality. 
Theme: Design Instrumentation - Faculty: Mechanica! Engineering. 

• A design metbod for implementing sequentia! machines with 
limited building blocks and limited communication channels 
The project aims at the development of an effective and efficient 
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design method for imptementing sequentia! machines with limited 
building blocks and limited communication channels between the 
building blocks, and to design and implement a prototype CAD tooi 
which automatizes this method. This design method will he based 
on the theory and methodology of general decomposition. 
Theme: Design Instrumentation - Faculty: Electrical Engineering. 

• Design learning and teaching, design education 
It is necessary to pay attention to the difference between educating 
students for research or for design. For the understanding of these 
differences and their implementation in the school it is essential that 
some research is done in the field of educational psychology. It is 
clear already that, consiclering the age of our post-graduate students, 
inspiration must come more from the field of adult education and 
andragogy than from the field of pedagogy. 
Theme: Design learning and teaching - The project will he carried 
out by a werking group of intemationally invited experts. 

3. A DOCTORAL DEGREE FOR DESIGNERS 
It is the task of the design school to stress the specific features of 
design as a distinct, full-fledged species of practising technica! 
sciences with specific characteristics5): aimed at synthesis instead of 
analysis, directed at knowledge of the specific, unique artefact in 
its environment instead of discovering general Iaws of nature; en
gaged in conceiving the not-yet-existing instead of explaining ob
served phenomena; involved in the realisation of a desired future in
stead of the description of today's reality. Neither design tasks, nor 
their results are Iirnited to the boundaries of scientific disciplines. 
Though design in many respects differs basically from research, the 
design programme is essentially a scientific prograrnrne. 
The doctor's degree is the societal distinguishing mark of scientific 
maturity. For those who practise teehilical sciences as a designer a 
doctor's degree should he attainable. Dutch legislation recognizes 
this way of earning a doctoral degree: by devising a doctoral design. 
For the design school doctorates on design are of importance, as 
they lead to developing and establishing criteria by which a "good" 
design can he judged. This is essential for the quality maintenance 
of the design prograrnme. A doctorate by design should have the 
following characteristics6): 
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The doctoral student shall provide evidence of being able to practise 
science by creating technica! solutions for products, systems and 
processes, starting from functionally and commercially determined 
demands. Such shall be attained through a methodic approach with 
the following characteristics: 
• the client's objective should be concretized into measurable and 

verifiable specifications; 
• with adequate scientific, technological and domain-specific 

knowledge, a concept for the product or system should be de
vised, principally based on existing knowledge and techniques; 

• this concept should be checked against the set of requirements 
and be concretized within a previously set time limit. 

So as to give evidence of hls professionality the doctoral student 
should prove of being able to plan the complete design process, to 
compose the design team and to decompose the design task in such 
a way that participants can work out partial design tasks simul
taneously or sequentially. He or she shall give evidence of being 
able to function in a multi-disciplinary design team. A doctoral 
design should be presented in any adequate form that - for that type 
of design - is common in industry. Preferably the designed artefact 
should be demonstrated at the doctoral degree ceremony. 

A doctoral design comprises the description of the artefact devised; 
of the design process as it was originally planned and eventually 
carried out; and (if necessary) of the research carried out to acquire 
new knowledge which is indispensable for the design task. The 
design should meet general scientific demands: inter-subjectivity, 
reliability, verifiability. A profound study of one aspect (cf. 
research) is not sufficient. 

The required description of a designed artefact comprises: 
1. Analysis and specification of the design task; 

· 2. Results of testing the design against the initially specified 
requirements. The synthesis of all properties the artefact 
should have, is emphasized. 

3. Evidence of the quality of the artefact as a means to attain the 
objectives7) (as far as relevant for the case considered): 
• properties concerning performance, functioning, effective
ness, utility (in the physical, physiological and psychological 
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sense, e.g. user-friendly, easy-to-handle); wanted and Wl

wanted side-effects, etc; 
• properties concerning the makability; material, energy and 
infonnation needed for manufacture, type and means of pro
duction, types of work and workers needed, required educa
tionallevel of production personnel, etc.; 
• properties concerning the lifespan: stability, solidity, robust
ness (also against unintended use), safety, reliability, repara
bility, maintainability, etc., including effects of demolition, 
storage, residue, waste production, pollution, environmental 
stress, re-use, recycling, etc.; 
• properties of the artefact as a successful commercial prod
uct on the mar ket: vendibility, price, customer's requirements, 
warranty, patents, licenses, investments, developmenh pro
duction-, exploitation costs, etc.; 
• properties concerning society requirements: manageability, 
control (what social groups or individuals have what type and 
degree of control over the artefact: property, rent, lease, etc.), 
type of management, desirability, acceptability, effects of 
large-scale use, influence on individual and social behaviour, 
comply with laws, rules, regulations, norms, standards, etc. 
• forma! (morphological) properties: structure, composition, 
(anatomy, in informaties and electronics: "architecture"), the 
artefact as a system, composed of parts, the artefact as a con
stituent part of its environment; 
• static and dynamic properties (temporal/procedural): 
changeability during the life-cycle, adaptability, the artefact as 
a stage in a process of development or as a fmal stage; inter
mediate stages in the design process, etc.; 
• properties of the artefact concerning the professional organ
isability of design, production, use, demolition.; manageability 
related to professional codes and ethics, social responsibilities 
of professionals (deontology), etc.; 
• properties concerning the scientific relevanee of the arte
fact: application of knowledge, the artefact as a souree of new 
knowledge, as a hypothesis, as a touchstone of knowledge, 
etc.; 
• aesthetic properties: the symbol or sign function of the 
artefact, as an intermediary between the irnpression of the 
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beholder and the expression of the maker, the artefact as a 
"work of art"; 
• properties conceming the embedment of the artefact in the 
ecological system: environmental stress, consumption of mate
rials, energy, emissions, toxicity, residue, (in all stages, in
cluding production); 
• properties conceming the embedment of the artefact in the 
cultural and geographical context: adjustment to and compati
bility with other cultural expressions of society. 

Principally, the school shall stimulate that a doctoral design will 
start as a regular design project in the second year of the design 
programme. Teachers select suitable projects for students who want 
to complete their design education with a doctorate. Preferably, 
projects in or assigned by industry will be selected. The principal 
should agree that the design task is worked out into a doctoral 
design and enable the student to do so by allowing him to use the 
finn's design facilities. Industry is the eminent environment experi
enced in judging design work. Therefore, the opinion of industry in 
judging a doctoral design is highly appreciated. 

Doctorate design projects being presently carried out: 

• Design of a high-precision spindle, based on an active axial 
hearing 
The aim of this project is to develop a spindie for high-precision 
diamond tuming. The concept is based on an active axial spindie 
hearing, using a voice coil actuator, a position measuring system 
and a controller system. With respect to the current spindles, this 
concept has to lead to a higher axial stiffness and a smaller axial 
error motion of the spindle. The spindie must also have the capabil
ity to fabricate non-rotationally syrrunetric optical surfaces, by con
trolled axial movements of the spindle. 
Design field: Mechatronic Design. - Combined project between · 
industry, Philips Research, and Eindhoven University of Technol
ogy. 

• Large scale continuous flow membrane-electrophoresis 
The prospects of large scale continuous flow membrane-electropho-
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resis are studied with the aim of separating proteins and enzymes 
from biologica! suspensions. The study comprises the formulation of 
a general model which describes fluid dynamics, heat generation 
and transport of charged components in an electtic field. This model 
will be verified experimentally in different electrophoresis cell con
figurations and in case of different ex perimental condit i ons. Finally, 
the model is used for simulations to deduce optimal scale and 
operation of the membrane-electrophoresis cell. 
Design field: Process and Product Development in the Process In
dustry. - The project is carried out at the Faculty of Chernical Engi
neering in cooperation with industry. 

• Geometrical optimization of lip seals for reciprocating shafts 
The aim of this work is to be able to create new or împrove existing 
seal designs with a for practical seal design applicable design 
method based on existing theoretica! knowledge about the sealing 
and lubrication mechanism. The main result of this work will be a 
new seal design procedure, in which seals can be judged on leakage 
and friction in the design stage resulting in an optimal, new or 
improved seal geometry for a certain given set of demands and 
operating conditions. 
Design field: Computational Mechanics. - Combined project be
tween industry, PL Automotive, and Eindhoven University of Tech
nology. 

• Data synschronised parallelism in High Energy Physics 
software development 
Design and realisation of a software engineering environment to 
support the development life cycle of parallel programs aimed at the 
rapid analysis of huge arnounts of data taken during High Energy 
Physics (HEP) experirnents. Two tools wil be added to the existing 
environment, providing facilities for testing, debugging and perfor
mance tuning of parallel programs: a tooi which visualizes the be
haviour of the program execution, and a tooi which allows interac
tive analysis of different processor-to-processor allocation strategies. 
Moreover, the project will yield a set of general design criteria for 
parallel HEP event reconstruction programs. 
Design field: Software Technology - The project is carried out at 
CERN, Gene va. 
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• On-line parallel HEP event reconstruction using reai-time 
data-bases on massively parallel platforms 
Design and realization of an on-line parallel HEP event reconstruc
tion software system, which uses a high performance reai-time 
parallel database. The amount of data produced by HEP experiments 
is in the order of Gigabytes or Terabytes. On-line reconstruction 
means that the events are reconstructed at the moment they are 
prcxluced. The project will also result in a set of general design 
rules for constructing on-line parallel event reconstruction systems, 
aimed at a more structured and easier to maintain HEP software. 
One of the major design demands is flexibility: with minor changes, 
it should be possible to use the system in several different HEP 
experiments. 
Design field: Software Technology - The project is carried out at 
CERN, Gene va. 

• Design of a VLSI circuit for lossless data compression and 
decompression 
The sliding window algorithm with Huffman ccxling is chosen for 
its good compression ratio. A hardware implementation can be more 
than a 1000 times faster than software. A good trade-off between 
speed and chip area must be made. The design must be flexible so 
that it can be used for many variations of the chosen algorithm. 
Design field: Information and Communication Technology - The 
project is carried out at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering. 

• 3-Dimensional lmaging Radar 
Applying ISAR (Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar) allows accurate 
target identification provided that a physically large aperture and 
sufficient bandwidth are available. For unknown motion patterns, 
motion compensation algorithm must be applied fust. A new system 
based on an interferometer radar and advanced traclcing algorithm 
provides motion compensated data in three dimensions. The latter 
results in 3-dimensional ISAR capabilities and improved 
identification performance. Various applications are foreseen, i.e. air 
traffic control, robotics or medica} applications. 
Design field: Information and Communication Technology - The 
project will be carried out at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in 
close cooperation with industry. 
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